Spas Rubber Checks

1>> MarV Ernst
Checks amounting to SlfiS were stolen from worlier would take $70 from a non-stuaeni.
three members of Tau Delt 1raternity, forged, He also expressed optimism that the person .
and subsequently ^cashed at the Spa by an Would be caught because, as Joseph said ,
unknown person, according to owner John "I've a feeling he'll slip, and everybody's
been alerted to itndw ."
Joseph.
Joseph also has $400 worth of "Rubber "
_ Joseph said , "This kind of stuff really
scares me at Colby, " referring to the stolen checks to add to bis troubles , which is a
checks ' To Joseph r the $165 was essentially marked increase over last year. He added
that the bookstore used to accumulate the
stolen.
In an effort to prevent cashing more stolen "ba d checks" until thev instituted a-six dollar
checks, Joseph has sot a $15 limit on personal fine in addition to the six dollars charged by
the bank. Joseph said that he now cashes all
checks and requires Colby ID's to be shown.
Joseph adcled, "I hate to say it , but it has to the bad checks the bookstore used to get. "It
be a (Colby) student." While referring to one isn't worth it to bounce a check in the
of the stolen checks, Joseph said that "no bookstore anymore,"Joseph said.
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Merit Raises: In Support

Second in a two-partseries

Should Colby faculty members be paid on a
merit basis '" Last week's article presented the
views of those opposed to a merit system. This
week , proponents of tlie system speak of
communication between faculty and administration, rewarding good performance,
and how the new system will work.
Some peculiarities surround the AAUP
motion for an across-the-board increase this
year, and President Cotter wanted to make
severa l things clear. First of all, a merit
system is nothing new for Colby. He thought
that perhaps the reason it became a major
issue this year is because the amount
available for salary increases is larger than
ever before. This mea ns tha t the wage differentials will be much larger, more along the
lines of three or four percent instead of .5-1
percent.
Cotter also stressed that the AAUP motion
was for this year only. He thought the issue
may have ' been "muddied. " Some faculty
voted _for the acrdss-the-board motion who
were actually In favor of a merit system
because' tliey felt all faculty members should
have , a chalice to _ catch up With the
"hoj #endoiis inflation *' of the past year,
'
Laitljl, Cotter wanted to clarify that, while
he did receive the'equivalent of a 13 percent

hy Alison Jones
raise for faculty members from the Board of
Trustees, the 13 percent is not tied to the
current inflation rate ; it is merely coincidental that the Board voted for an increase
¦ s;
of that size. . ;:.'- _ " .y .}y - ' y - A - y . AA' ;- / . .•;' ;;;/
The Board supportedsuch a 'large increase
because real/-faculty salaries have declined
almost 20 percent in the !70'S. In addition, the
Board granted the increase assuming tha t a
merit system would he used.
v Both Cotter and Professor Cal MacKenzie
jCtovernihenb/agreed that the merit system
Is a very good way of insuring communication
among the chairperson of the department,
facility:, members; and the administration.
This kind J Of/ feedback;., accord ing: , to
MacKenzie* is Very im|oortaint in order for a
faculty mernber to; khovv what is expected of
him-her and to know if the job is being done
well. Mackenzie called the system as it was*
used in the past ^amorphous " and "crude "
and was pleased tha t the changes seem to he
¦
; ¦
¦ahimproyemeht'i y- :^' ' :'^;^ 1:':'- ' . ' . . , /
.< ;¦ ,> '
''We have a merit system for students,>v
said Mackenzie,- ''vvhy shouldn't We have one
for faculty too -A! rl ' Cotter added that
promotions and tenure are merit'j udgements
and that , merit salary increases simpl y add
another dirilehsibn/
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Requliromertts and tlie Major presented nine
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Cotter does not feel a merit system induces
better work; those that are outstanding will
remain so, regardless of salary. But, he added , a salary increase is a tangible' rewardfor
those who are outstanding. v
Mackenzie feels that there are so few ways
to reward good performancein academia that
salary increasesareivitaL
Professor Christiansen (Economics) feels
that "students have an enormous stake in
this." With an across-tnerboard - increase,
good professors are rewarded as well as the
hot-so-good professors ; Both MacKenzie and
Christiansen feel that the college heeds -to
show more interest in student evaluations aJid
their role in.the merit prdceiss;
How will the process work ?The Department
chairpeople will be questioned about each
faculty member's performance in the sis

by Ginny McCourt

. He spoke of one Colby student who had
written eight bad checks before Joseph
caught hini; and after that wrote checks to his
friends to have them cashed. When Joseph
confronted him , the student denied writing the
"bad cheeks." Joseph said that he was now
considering turning the checks into the police.
Said Joseph, "I've never had tooperate that
Way before.'' He added that "I've always
tried to handle it myself ," and when he
confronts a student, the problem usually is
resolved. With this student . However, Joseph
was hot sure what he is going to do.
Joseph added tha t he hopes people pay off
their Spa bills promptly , as he really needs
the money . He said that because of the unpaid
bills , "I find myself short of cash and I can't
afford to borrow because of the high interest
rates:"

areas listed in the faculty handbook. The
faculty member concerned then signs the
form, and the President and Dean of Faculty
decide the amount of the salary increase;
Each member is placed in one of the
following categories: 1) Good ; 2) Unusually
effective; and 3) Outstanding ; (The percentage increase granted faculty members in
each category will not be determined until it is
known how many faculty are in each
category.)
If there is any debate about which category
the faculty member is placed in , the chairperson may meet with the President to
discuss any differences . The final decision
rests with President Cotter. A dissatisfied
faculty member may appeal the decision.
Each faculty member may opt to write a
self-evaluation , in addition to the chairperson's report, and submit it to the President
and the Dean of Faculty. President Cotter
invites faculty members to suggest improvements in the system whereby "we can
look at our own quality and keep the institution lively."

Space Invaders

Many Colby students have added a new
major to their curriculum this past year. In
addition to their regular course load, many of
them have been devoting much of their time
to the popular but complex study of "Space
Invaders." This has become so popular that
there Is hardly a moment during pub hotlrs
when someone isn 't diligently exploring the
wonders of this new ejectrorlcrnachine.
With this new Colby wonder, and for only 25
cents, you can knock yourself out trying to kill
off , an assortment of atta cking electronic
martians. The point values of the 'martians
range from 10-50; the exception being a
mystery bus which , crosses the top of the
board at 'randbm arid which Varies in point
, • ,i v ./
-. / ¦
value , " ,
the Space invaders game is relatively new
on the market/ According to Time, the Midway Manufacturing Comparly, producers of
the game; lias sold 40,000 models in a year/If
you would like to study this new field extensively in the privacy of your Own home 6r
room ^ ybii ! can buy bnd for a mere $2,tH)0$2*500; Although actual figures are not
available from the pub,; trie popularity of the
game undoubtedly means that it pays for
itself. The/current high/scores in the game
have been won by a Chicago player, jvlth
187,520/ points, arid a Pennsylvania college
student (who must havo already earned his
degree in this field ), with 257,000 points,

Photo by PmnyJanien tfX

WMHB Aiming For Professionalism
. by Lisa Hallee
A revitalized; and vibrant interest in the
tastes by offering enough different types oi
future of Colby 's own WMHB , 91.5 FM , was
music to satisfy everyone.. However , the
demonstrated in their recent election of
present problems with inconsistent offerings
station officers for the period from March ,
will be eliminated as the station is placed on a
1980 to March , 1S81.
rigid schedule.
.
—.
The new station manager is Dan Crocker ;
The performance of D.J. 's will also be
the assistant stati on mana ger , Ross Brennan;
brought up to a more professional level.
and the secretary, Scott Stein,
"There are a lot of good D.J. 's at the station
By far the most hotly contested battles were
now who could be ver y good with a little
for the office of program director and the
trainin g," said Cash . Training programs for
newly created office of musical director.
both new and present D.J. 's will be instituted
Elected were: Kelley Cash , program director
in the fall to encoura ge such improvement.
and Wayne Cobleigh , musical director.
Also, according to Cash , the present problem
A station review board , rarely used in the
with tardiness and absenteeism among D.J. 's
past , but which , according to the station 's
will becurbed.
constitution , may overrule the executive
Cash stressed the importance of a news
board was revitalized. One representative
show as an "important service the station
from each class and two alternates were
could provide for the college." He plans on
elected to the board . They are : Karen Pfeiffer
tr ying to have a five minute news show every
'81, Bob Hyndman '82, and Kelley Dodge '83
hour in the mornin g, a ten to fifteen minute
with alternates Phil Hough '81 and Doug
show at noon, a five minute- show every two
Douglas '82. The freshman representative will
hours in the afternoon and finally a half hour
be elected next fall. This board will be used,
show at six. Without the services of an audio
according to progr am director Kelley Cash, to
AP news service and with only a sporadically
"review the progr ams, give suggestions and
operational AP teletype machine , the station
act as an arbitor in cases where problems
will have to develop its own news bureau in
with D.J. 's arise. "
order to have this kind of news service .
The aim of the new- administra tion js to
A relatively large fund has been set aside
bring WMHB up to a higher level of
for the acquisition of new and the replacement
profes sionalism, The key to their effort will be
of old records at the station. With this money,
providing a diverse, but consistent , format.
the new officers hope to expand 'the station 's
The diversity of musical tastes present on the
capabilities of producing high quality shows
Colby campus is perceived by the new board
not only in special areas of music like jazz and
to be its greatest musical strength. The
blues but also in the standard rock-oriented
station hopes to provide for those varied
format.

Maple

People
by Fra n MuIlin _
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'' ^aoi svruP 's so—Maine ! said freshman
Brenad ^otsen as a group of five Colby
students walked down to the Maple grove
HoWind the tennis courts. Brenda , from
Mll%°>J$y, < explained thatsyrupi ngis "just
something I could never do athome ."
/ Erika Holm , who lives' in Vermont , has
tapped trees before and simply likes being
outdoors ."It gets you out," she said , "and it
helps keep yourmind off of your classes ; "
Marie Maliawco is a freshman from
M assac husetts an d she enj oys lea rn i ng how to
make syrup with her friends. "It' s really a
grea t feeling, " she adde d .
I n the grove , a group of people were busily
drilling into the trees ,.pou nding metal , taps
(spiles) into the wood, and hanging bucke ts
from them , Ja y Moody , the co-ord inator of
the "Maple People ," gathered the group
together , to assign chores an d expla in t he
syruping process to the newcomers.
Jay showed us the sugar maples to be
mmimmmmmmmmmmmmmmm0mmmmmtmmmm mmmmmmmammmm)mmmmmmmmm ^

stationers
?t- Matrv s$k V^ecy^e , «\&a\v5>

Ener gy Aware ness

Eisenb erg -.
Tuition and Room and Board charged increase to cover higher energy costs; Conservation is the only way to control energy
costs since it seems unlikely 'that energy
prices will change. IriaU probability costs will
continue to rise. An examination of Colby's
energy use_ since 1972 reveals that- instead
of decreasing energy consumption , Colby's
r
energy consumption is increasing,
Chart 1 shows Colby's energy use since
1972. The chart reveals the amount of BTU's
necessary to heat and light one square foot of
space in any given year. The chart divides the
total number of BTU's calculated from the
kilowatt-hours of electricit y and number of
gallons of oil used in the year and divides it by
the square feet of space , on campus in the
year. Therefore , the additions of the Art
Gallery, the Infirmary, and Mudd Math and
Geology Building do not affect the chart.
Furthermore , the severity of the winter is
also taken into account by dividing the total
number of BTU's by the number of degree
days in the year. Degree days measure the
severity of a _ winter by measuring the difference between the mean daily temperature ,
taking into account the wind chill factor and
65 degrees Fahrenheit , and dividing the ^total
by the number of calendar days . For example, if it was 30 degrees on Monday, 35 degrees
of Tuesday and 31 degrees on Wednesday,
then the total number of degr ees from 65
degrees is 99 degrees. Dividing this by the
' Danny Schultz, Jay Moody, Gretchen Heubsch, and Bob Hill;
Zimmerman
p hotoby Udy
nurriber of calendar days , 3, yields 33 degree
days.
Therefore ^ "Chart 1 measures " the
not
en
o
u
g
h
sa
p
wa
s
,
week
's
cold
spell
tappedC'the bigger ,the better ") and warned
number of BTU's 'used to heat and light one
collected to boil. Boiling should begin today,
us away from the Oaks. He demonstrated
Friday, weather permittin g. The group will sq uare foot, taking into account the weather.
drilling into the bark ("two inches deep, four
After 1972, the chart shows that the number
continue
to make syrup until after¦ spring
"
feet high , on the south side ") , driving in the
' -A '- . ' • .;¦;¦: :. •¦" . / ¦
of
BTU's per square foot fell until 1976-1977.
"
'
•
;
vacation.
spiles, and hanging up the plastic buckets. We
^is completely run by Since then energ y Use at,Colby
group
has actually
The
maple
syrup
were shown the proper way to collect the sap
increase
d.
This
means
that
used more
Council
)
and
Colby
(Colby
Environmental
the
CEC
(" cleanliness is the key ") , filter it , an d the n
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ha
ve
been
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each
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oil
and
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to
heat
and
light
a square
boil it down to make syrup. "Buffalo " Bob Hill
great
since
1973.
This
year
they
have
had
a
foot
of
space.
The
chart
does/not
show
Colby's
tau ght a refresher course later that Tuesday
energ
collect
res
p
onse
an
d
a
lot
of
volunteers
to
ta
p,
,
record
for
1979-1980,
but
^thb
y conevening for those that missed the demon, were servat ion committee has posted these figures
(
forty
Forty-five
and
boil
the
sap.
strations.
females) attended the first organizational
through January I960 by all ' the dining halls
Actual ta pp in g bega in las t Frida y and some
meet ing. Because , of the . excellent turnou t, an d in Lovejoy. These figures do not measure
sap was collected over the weekend. The
sixty-five trees have been tapped so far , more the number of BTU's for a square foot, but the
temperature must be above 32 degrees F,
than an y other season .
total number of gallons of oil and the KWH of
dur ing the daytime and below freezin g at
,
./ :
. ft takes "'One hundred gallons of sap to electric {,ty usedjvThe^ absolute number df
night for the sap to run well. Because of last
mak e two and a half gallons 6f:syriip, " sa ys gallons of number 0 oil has decreased liy 20
|«I<I«I«M1M< |
ilMMIIll
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• «••
j ay Moody , so the extra hel p is certainl y percent.over the amount used from J uly 1978
to January 1979 in the same period this year.
appreciated. When the sap stops running,
Electricity use,: on the other hand , has not
later in the spring, the maple syrup wi 11 be
divided between the workers in proportion to decreased but. has increased by almost 6
.watorvlMcv Mo.
40 Main Street
percent over the same peripd last year . 'y ;
the hours they spent helping in the grove . <
J
|,l»l.,,i»|l»fI,?..«Ff«.ff '.«*....-..
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by Martin
After the Arab Oil Embargo and the formation of OPEC in 1973, oil costs have
skyrocketed. Electricity prices have--also
increased. Colby's energy costs have accordingly increased. Already this year from
July. 1979 through January 1981 Colby has
spent $357,767 on energy, which is $112,885
over the amount spent in the same period last
year. This is a 46 percent incre ase in Colby's
fuel bill.
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ACCORD;
No Draft ,
So War

Duncan H. (ninson
The main concern at Monday 's Stu-A
Executive Board meeting was the lack of
candidates for many of the offices up for
K
o
election in next Thursday's election.
I 't
i <*»
I - "C
Executive Chairperson Scot Lehigh queried
"After all the cacaphony of complaints this
serhester, I find it amazing that there are so
few people willing to take a share of the
responsibility and power available, and to
work to address the problems they perceive."
1 ©
In other Stu-A news, the EPC will be
I £ discussing
the recommendations of the subRobinson
Betty
Below
S
c
ott
Gassier
,
Ben
.
involvedi
y
nth
ACCORD:
Jon
Rosenthal,
facul
ty
Students arid
committee on Distribution and the Maj or, and
In a press conference at Colby on Saturday,
newspapers and some students are being the recommendations of the sub-committee
interviewed by local television stations this on Jan Plan , reported - Academic Life
members of ACCORD discussed their plans
Chairperson Jay Otis. All full EPC recom' ¦' • ' ¦
week.
and/goals which center around a joint effort
' ¦¦ '.'" •¦, .
betWeen :the /yarious {schools to arrive at a
Several students voiced concern over the mendations are expected to go to the faculty
consensus on their programs and policies.
lack of press coverage and said that this for approval by April.
The Stu-A also approved the- allocati on of
Matt
Howe, a : Bowdoin student involvedln
seemed to be a national trend, despite "a lot of
;
activity " centering around opposition to the $100 to the Dance Marathon to be held on April
the ;;rri^vernent, said ./ 'MWe 're/ not crazy
18-19. They also approved a loan to cover the
radicals calling for/ peace and - love...we unregistration proposaTby President Carter.
expenses
of a Sadie Hawkins dance to be held
: derstana the complexities of the issue and we
If enough money is available, ACCORD,
March 14.
on
Friday,
believe that 'our ideas, are responsible in the
plans' to send representatives to the national
;
The
next
meeting of the Board is Monday at
presehtstate ofnatibriataffairs. '' /
march and rally against the draft , which is
second
floor Roberts. All students
9:00
p.m.,
Ben Below/ aVColby// juni or, said , ''Our;
being held in Washington D.C on March 22.
attend
.
are
invited
to
emphasis is on fighting the .institutions of
At present, funding for the Maine
registration ^ and the dra ft / rather than inmovement includes ' donations from Colby
dividual effortsf tp escape."/;,
faculty members, a bake sale at College of the
|
.;. ''There is strong faculty support at Colby in
Atlantic , and student . donations at Bowdoin.
I
favor of what we're doing,/' Ben added . *
ACCORD also plans to collect donations at the
"'" ' /A University /of Maine at Orono represent
Augusta rally in/exchange for. buttons and Tp
. tative pointed out that many of the students
shirts. :/; ' : j //' ; ' /;/ :."-, v '
yy-A' A,A: :- :
I
involved in the movement were not 18 or 19,
Speakers at the; March 9 rally will .include
|
but older and thus not prime candidates for
Bruce Beyer from the Campaign for Safe
/registration. ' \A;:,yy yy-yyy,./, -v/ : y : /¦ '; . ../. ; ;. .
Energy ; Doug Allen, a UMO professor; : Mike
P Another student said that one of the major
Useem, a Boston University professor ; and
l
goals now was "to give ourselves credibility."
" :
George Wald from Harvard/ " ;•
The group has sent press releases to area
I
\ -. "

b> Chris Morrill
Studen ts from Maine colleges and
universities will be voicing their opposition to
the Registration and the Draft during a rally
to lie held at 1:00 p.m., Sunday, March 9, at
I he Slate House in Augusta
The rally is sponsored by a coalition of
student organizations at Bates .College,
Bow doin College, Colby College, College of the
Atlantic , and the University of Maine which
have united as ACCORD (Alliance of Concerned Citizens Opposed to Registration and
ACCORD , which uas orga nized in early
February, stands on a 10 point platform listed
below.
< 1) We oppose registration and the dralLoM
'
" ; ' *
both men and women. ' • '
(2) Registration implies a draft in the near
future .
(3) A draft would make it easier for the
Uni ted Sta tes to go to wa r.
14) Opposing the draft is one way of opposing US militarism
(5) We oppose sacrificing'human lives and
civil liberties in the effort lo divide the world's
resources.
(6) We oppose the federal government
wasting vast sums of money and energy on
the military .
(7) We believe that increased defense
spending serves corporate interests rather
than social needs.
;/
< 8) We oppose US intervention in trie affairs
of other nations.
(9) Any step toward war is a step toward
' '
.
nuclear power.
(10) No registration No draft No Cold War '
No war.
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Advisory Committee Iiivestigatioiis
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by Debbie

V

/ /
Since the writing of the report/ the Committee has; been looking/over the South
African actions of companies held in the
portfolio, or ; on the; Board of Trustees approved for purchase list. As of last week,
seven . companies, had been . .identified as
violating the criteria ; outlined by the Committee and the
; Trustees. The seven stocks
are :/- Coca Cola, / Dresser Industries,
Eriglehard* / Lbctite, ZLubrizol, Beckman
instruments, Inc. and International' Flavors
and Fragrances , Inc,
The/Dresser investigation, according; to
Professor Tietenberg, was triggered,by. two
considerations.. First; Dresser had hot signed
the Sullivan Principles,'arid secondly, Dresser
refused to comply with the monitoring
organizations to supply information on its
activities.; In the other cases, the companies
have riot sighed the Sullivan Principles.
Internati onal Flavor arid -Fragrances", Beckman ' Instruments and Lubrizol are not
currehtly in the portfolio, but they .have been
yy 'yy <. . //../
approyed for purchase,
Cbhcurreht with the.search for evidence on

The Advisory Committee on Financial
Responsibility is investigating seven, possibly
eight firms' that operate in South Africa. The
purpose ot the inquiries is to document any
wrong doings of these companies, or to
identify companies which fail to comply with
monitoring 1 organizations Simultaneously,
the Committee is scanning Colby's portfolio to
identify
any
upcoming stockholder's
resolutions with moral implications. *
The Advisory Committee was convened late
last spring by President Strider, acting on the t
request of the Board of Trustees. The Committee was "to advise the Board of
Trustees...on the integration of moral concerns into its investment policy." In the
majority report filed in December, the
Advisory Committee recommended that the
Board of Trustees follow a policy of
shareholder activism, i.e., Colby will exercise
its right to vote oh shareholder resolutions , as
well as taking the initiative to introduce such
resolutions when necessary. Divestment is an
option under certain conditions outlined in the
rcportr- '

j

.
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rioh-signatory ; and hon-compliance ^companies, tHe Committee is also researching all
stockholder.resolutions effecting those stocks
held in the /portfolio which carry moral implications'; / The Committee's goal is to
recommend, to the Board of Trustees, how it
:
should vote on the resolution, r:
The , Committee has ; already sent its
recommendation
concerning
Dresser
Industries to the Trustees. On March 20, at the
Dresser stockholder's meeting "a church
sponsored resolution will be presented which
asks Dresser Industries to either comply with
the Sullivan Principles, or to withdraw from
South Africa. The Committee unanimously
recommended .to the Board of Trustees tha t
the resolution be supported, and Colby shares
be voted, against management," as quoted
from the Committee's memoranda .
Professor Tietenberg stated that the
committee is sincerely interested in seeing
any well-documented evidenc e on any of the
companies mentioned above, concerning their
South African operations.

j 1'

by Ingrid MncFiirlnnc
Reported incidents of vandalism and theft
may force the closing of Roberts Union at 10
(
P-mi
Pat Chasse,. Director of Student Activities ,
cited stolon furniturc frorn thc.sccond floor
lounges ; stall doors^ ripped out of the
basement m en 's room ; ' an d h arrasse d
Roberts desk workers as a few examples' of
the kinds of Incidents leading to such action.

Ch asse , at this- point , sees noV cVlher.-iia lterf

natives. '; "Wc cannot possibly, police (the
building) froni/ the student's." Studentand/ ¦;or
security guards arc riot only cxpcpstyO v but
, ¦/
detract from the purpose of a student union
,
i
' I'Eyorypne's/suf feririg"^rbrn ' such 'abuse
coimm ej ited Chasse; He said heVriot "here to
patch and lock up after people," the janitors
have replaced stall doors five times since
September, and students are paying for the
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damages.
Chasse}emp|iasizcd that the "Only ones that
can help are the students. " Reporting and
discouraging- such ..behavior will help more
'/
than ignoring it
/
' "People can't make 'the connection" hetween; properly abuse; and spiraling costs ,
Unless, wo , up the activity - fee to pay for the
damage;" concluded Chasse, closing Roberts
earlier "is all we can do, " i
¦ ¦
¦¦
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Dr. Clarence Dore on duty in the inf irmary;
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Dr. Dore
R eturns
To Duty
Dr; Clarence Dore is . back on duty at the
Garrison-Foster Health Center a fter taking
last semester off to travel. According to Dore, he traveled across
Canada by train to Alaska to visit two of his
children, He then went to-Seattle to visit a
daughter and came back to Maine to hunk
Next he traveled to Delaware to hunt geeso,
Atlanta " to visit another daughter and the
Florida Keys to fish. /
Dore noted, "I got a leave of absence
because I've been here something like 36
years as a college physician," adding that he
believed the Boa rd of Trustees¦ had approved
his leave. . • } ,. . , ¦'* ;-/ . ; ' /'/; ¦;• ¦ ¦ ¦/• '
Dr. Peter Neumann , of the Belgrade Health
Center , replaccd Dore last semester;

Code Reform Act of 1980which socks to codify
about 3(MK) federal crj minal'JaAvs;.' :
Provisions of the bill ; include in part:
allowing the government to appeal sentences
it finds top lenient, curtailment of parole and
early release privileges., prosecuting meml)ors of the press and government employees
for ''leaking" sensitive 'd()C iiments and
reporters who refuse to reveal (heir sources,
and stil ler regulation of demonstrators .
Said the:Colga te News .' :ihe terror of> the
Criminal Code Reform Act of 1980 is that few
citizens are aware of the seriousness or even
the existence of this attack on our rights and
on (heconstitution. "

Employees or Employer?
The Supreme Court of the United States
recently handed down a decision expressly
stating that faculty members of Yeshiva
University are "managerial employees"
excluded from coverage by the National
Labor/RelationsAct.
The National Labor Relations Board ordered Yeshiva, a private . university, to
bargain with the faculty union as the result of
unfair labor practiceproceedings.
The Court classified faculty as managerial
personnel because authority in a private
university "is divided between a central
administration and one or more collegial
bodies."and "professionalsmay be exempted
from coverage under the ju dically implied
exclusion for 'managerial employees' when
they are involved in developing and implementing employer policy."

Primary Results
Presidential primary results, for Vermont,
with 93 percent of the vote tallied , and for
Massachusetts, with 82 percent of the vote
reported, are as follows. / , ., ' ¦"

MAW
GOP
Bush
3V21
Reagan 29 31
Baker
5 13
Connally 1 1
Anderson 31 31
Crane
1 2-

Criminal Code Reform
According to the Colgate News ,
Presidential Candida te Kennedy is responsible for the so-called "repressive" Criminal
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Professor of Government, Calvin Mackehsie,
a specialist in public personnel management
at Colby College, is participa ting in a . major
study/of the American presidency. 7
The ./study will "assess the adequacy of
presidential procedures for the selection ,
deployment, training, and supervision of
senior political executives.

¦

^^

pho toby Steven Smolnik

¦

^ American Studies majors threw a ''Bathtub
Gin" party to celebrate the promotion of
Charles Bassett to Professor and the tenure of
Peter Harris last Friday in Sturtevant lounge.

by Charles Higgins
the does notf believe in rationing or new taxes. . a?
Republican nomination, must face'the issues
Bush shasi committed himself to; insuring'
confronting America; Oh these ;he has made ''equal treatmerit treatment , equal ly; equal
his position clear. On defense and foreign education and ( equal responsibility for all
policy, Bush insists on a "new committment Americans." George Bush is opposed.both to
to U VS military strength." He favors .building abortion arid to a cohstitutioha l amendment
afnew manned bomber.ia long, range cruise overriding/!the Suprerhe /Co
missile, a neu|rbh.bbmb^ahd a/lhree;<^eain
City directories, kept up to the 1890's, are navy. He believes" it' ,;cVufcial%'r^ffirrnf'duT prohibit abortib^
Incest or to save the life of
also useful. There are often special markings dedication to our allies and present a strong for cases of rape, ¦' .¦ ,'
'
the mother.
'
. .- '/ " /• .¦. .. '• . .i.yydenoting black residents. Blockson said coherent policy towards the Soviets.
will be
administration
my
goalof
first
"The
although this was discrimination, today it
Bush supports draft registration and does to cut Inflation in hajf and then in half again,"
f
"helps us to trace our past. '' In Dover, hot support ' Salt IL Concerned ' about the proclaims
Bush^
Delaware, he found 54 credit cards with the deteriorating volunteer army and the lengthy concern / ' Americar^
name Blockson on it, but only a-few had a process of mobilization , he feels registration First, he would present Congress with a plan
mark denoting thern as black, ,
is necessary , However, with his intelligence to balance the budget arid then hold increases
Tax records, Negro courts, pension records, training he feels Salt II requires revision to in government spending below/.the/'.inflation/
employ ment records , and church records can make it more ,verifiable and eliminate 'the rate. Coupled with tWs; 'Bush;proposes a tax
,
be very useful in tracing your ancestry. 1
iriequalites, ' /.; ¦/;;";' ^y;'''"' ;'' J ? :: : : ,:/!' '-'//' ! ^;; : cut of ^^WHi^dbllars diyided/eo^lly bet- ;
Changing the topic to the underground
Certainty a; key c issue is energy and/the weeqin'dividu'a.ls;ah^
railroad , Blockson said "I have heard great possible decontrol of oil' Here George Bush
'
Bush ^o pposesi'// ' ^iihVg1> ^nd abqlishing j
stories as to what th e underground rail road states one of the^ prirjcijile'prpb^ms Ik '"not a capital
'punishthcrtt. Bussing; he/states/is
is." He called it "a man-made train made shortage of resources; '[but! a surplus ' of detrimental to ,, neighborhoods ;/and' ¦ loca l•!^
,
w ithout w heels," and as the poem goes'/''once government .'' 'He ^ '^
,
control
of
M^
theyreached man they felt terribly safe." '
prehenslye program .to decontrol-oil and gas Bush1';belieyesV.
'can deter;/s^e/pf $&'t .worst;'
^
"Stations" on the underground railrbad' can prices ahd a windfall profits tax coupled to an offenders; such'!!asVirid
¦¦ ' ' ' • " / ¦ ¦/.¦'
be found throughout Maine in such places as energy reinvestment provision! Further Bush
'
pf. law enforcement of ficers;/-V" ' S^is
. ;/' ; -,; '/.;, . /;/
Ii
ves'
.
:
¦
Bath , Belfast , and South Paris * One 156 year argues" for a nrrassive: effort to bring altertKe;;
George^ HerbeH,VValker^ Bush; at
old station stop is now a classroom building at native sources of energy, sucli as solar , son of a Wall Street bankerWd Senator from
Bowdoin used for AfrorAmerican Studies.
geothermal and gasphoi/intb productibn i He Connecticut. He is a life Jong Republica n
serving/./,as ; chairrnah/ ^
;
'
;
/ /. :' * ,. '
The wonderf u l world of leather : '/; .'• '• ' \ ' y A, ,; -\ ' . A:y A y : A.
National Corhmlttee/in 1973.: Hc has /a ;strotig/
^
family, a wife of 35'yearR. Barbara , and five/
¦
ch ildren;/ . \ , , /,;..; (1 ,,i.^ y y y :y..y,. / ,, ,../
"
:. Following /a .w i^'lln./tKe^/jdwa;: primaries;/
;
'
A[ ty A \^[yu[A JFK M^ W«teri ^;.;^
Gcprge^Bush^
"I
obscurity -to , claim'/c ni'uch;i :of .', the press' /at-1, '
xyyjMGM uxtf te ^
tehtion.:;JHc^si fight ing;.;riijB Ima ge; as/ in '' cfe
unemotional s^
> ¦
[ COA TS-BA TS rpA sfp - V^
p^he
more-^ charlsinaUc;/^
¦ < ' \yy A >:
1'
%y yBBLT8-BUM
may^aclk^ihistyi
however,
that
what
he
.
'. ' Come in endAeheek out our low p ric *i; -f A :i. )y ." ' ' vV j:/; / ' . ' ' 'y yf y y y •\^ .:v ' / '
hasinipj y/inex^^
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George Bjish: Republiciua

by Beth Pniewski
When . author and archivist Charles
Blockson was in fourth grade in Pennsylvania,' his white teacher told him no black
history existed except Booker T. Washington,
Harriet Tubman, arid Marian Anderson. This
experience made him go out and collect books
bri black' history and culture, His collection
now exceeds 7J0OO volumes.
Mr. Blockson said the current popularity of
tracing family ' history has replaced the
popularity of following zodiac signs. According to him, the tracing of your family roots,
whether black or white, can be fun and
educational. '
BiocksOn suggested to "tap the old for in-,
formation" by starting with older members of
your family, such as grandparents.According
to Blockson, his grandfather and family bible
were good sources of information.

/

A national representative for Alpha Delta
Phi visited Colby' Wednesday to speak with
students interested in starting a co-ed
fratern ity .
The group hopes to offer a social alternative
to the current social, scene at Colby. Ont
proposal involves renovating Mary Low's
kitchen and cafeteria to create a permanent
coffee house.
Anyone interested in more information
should contact Rod Marshal , Barbary
Byfield, or Lucv Nichols.'
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No problem in modern, America, says
By playing God in this way, the racist seeks
Gannett lecturer Professor Dell'Johnson, is
to avoid his own insecurity and finitude. This
'-'more enduring than racial oppression." :,refusal to accept man's limited condition, to
Racial oppression, he believes, is "at-its
place man 's"interest above God's law, is (t o
a
failure
of
will
roots a simple problem...it is
Niebuhr) the root of all sin. The experience of
among whites that allows them to shut their
God's grace is the answer to this sin. The
eyes and a failure of will.among blacks tb
selfish self , says Johnson, "is shattered when
engage in the struggle for • liberation."
confronted with the holiness of God." Thus, in
Religion , he thinks, can make a contribution
America, faith in whites might help them
to the solution of this problem.
overcome their failure in will and open their
J. Dell Johnson is an assistant professor of
eyes to their sin.
religion .at Ohio /Wesleyan University. Last
But the repentance of some whites cannot
Wednesday he outlined his news ; on -racial
by itself solve "the problem of racial opoppression arid theology^/ih his / lecture
pression. Johnson draws upon the theology of
''Redemption .on Liberation — Can/ Religion
James Cone to propose a second part to the
' t '/
Abblish;Racial;Ojppression; '' ; y yy y y
• Lsolutions of ttos probleni.C
Professor Johnson is strongly^^ iruluericedby
Cone sees God and Jesus as condemning the
me "^
rich and powerful and siding with the poor and
Reinhold Niebuhr-arid James Cone/ Drawing
repressed. "The/ forces : of liberation,'' he
oh - the work of Niebuhr, Johnson analyzes
says, "are the forces of God himself.'" Sin in
racial prejudice as a "manifestation of
this context is no longer spiritual but rather
pride." Racial / prejudice elevates the
the failure among the oppressed to take action
superficial characteristics of race and allows
to help themselves:
the oppressor to piit his own selfish interests,
Siri for blacks "is not pride but lack of
rather than the love God demands of him, in pride." Blacks haust, if they are with God, say
'the center of his world view.
'
no to racial oppression wherever Jt occurs.

¦
¦
'
.
Fra ts

At Amherst

Gannett lecturer Profess orDell Johnson.
p hotoby Kevin Fahey
Only "a fierce application of will" by blacks
against their oppression can eradicate the
problem.
Religion, for Johnson, although not alone
sufficient to solve the problem of racial oppression, can contribute "spiritual resources" to combatting it. This it can do through
the two-fold method of "the way of repentance
for whites" arid "the way of liberation for
blacks. " / *
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The Alternative Housing Committee/ which
was formed at the Student Conference for
Action held , last week is working oh ideas for
the new dorm being planned.
We would like to further explore the co-op
idea mentioned on the questionnaire which
was sent out recently by the new dorm
committee. We see a cooperative ' housing
arrangement as one that . would enable interested students as a group to take respon-

sibility operating their dorm. This would include haying kitchen facilities so that there
would be an /opportunity/ for student-run
cooking and eating, and,' also would have
students responsible for general management
of the dorm, such as energy, conservation,
and cleaning.
. ¦'• . '„
s We as a committeefeel that students should
have a choice in housing ion campus. The new'
dorm could be an opportunity for a diff erent

living and learning environment .contributing
to more varied campus life.
We would like to see 4iow many other
students" support this idea, and we will be
passing around a staterhent for/ interested
studerits c to sigrii begiiming tonight, in all
dining halls. The committee will be meeting
on Mondays at 6:30 in the Whitney Room,
Roberts, and everyone is welcome to come.

byRoni Wechsler
On January 11, 1980, the Select Committee
on the Quality of Undergraduate Life at
Amherst College submitted a lengthy report
to College President Julian H. Gibbs in which
the recommendation was made to establish
coeducational fraternity houses. The Committee, comprised of James J. Bishop, Dean
of Students, William W. Heath, Professor of
English (Amherst , Class of '51), Kathleen J.
Hartford , Assistant Professor of Political
Science, Amherst, Howard Goldin, MD (Class
of '57 j , John C. Gulla, Mayo-Smith Intern in
Admission ( Amherst, Class of 79) and
students Jennifer J. Cobb, Ezekiel J.
Emanual, and Guy Jean-Pierre, reached its
conclusions on the basis of weighing information gathered from visits to two allmale fraternity houses, one coeducational
fraternity house, and two lottery houses
( houses in which residence is acquired
through a room-draw lottery system). There
were several key reasons on which the select
Committee based its recommendations.
First, and most important, "many students,
both men and women, argued that the
presence of all-male fraternities, with their
exclusionary policies toward women, was
incompatible with the coeducational ideals of
Amherst College. Some women were
'outraged' that the school had become
coeducational but had retained all-male
fraternities! All-male fraternities were accused of...nurturing attitudes and forms of
social behavior that were offensive to all, but
particularly to women." The Select Committee also noted significant differences in the
social attitudes of. members of all-male
fraternities and members of both the
coeducational fraternity and. the lottery
houses. "In the coeducational fraternity and
the two lottery houses which we visited, men
and women spoke of developing lasting
friendships and of learning more about their
own sex as well as about members of the
opposite sex. , ,:>; Some , residents of the
coeducational fraternity said that following
the admission of wornen as members the
house discussions had become more open,
parties livelier, and that they believed
students matured faster in coeducational
houses than in all-male environments.'.'
In addition, the Committee did cite
arguments against the establishment of
coeducational fraternity ' houses. Several
members of all-male fraternities at Amherst
objected to admitting women to their
fra ternities because they feel that "these
institutions enable men to emulate one
anot her , to strength en th eir ta lents , to
develop unique male bonds and to understand better the personalities and images
Of men. They also claimed that all-male
living allows opportunities for spontaneous
activities which would not occur if women
were present."

1
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President Cotter and his family spent 5 days
in Florida last week; combining the children's
spring vacation with /business;. The trip included speeches to alumni, an interv iew with
the local press; andaday.at Disney World. ;
The business portion of the trip was part of a
yearly.circuit by Colby's president to speak to
alumni and to gain recognition for me school.
Cotter ;will malw
^ ap^i^ximately 14 of these
trips/this year,; with
the bulk of theim coming
up in ;March arid/A^
In;St./ Peterebwg last jweek; there was an
especially^ ' large / turnout / of Colb^/^aiuhini.
Cotter attr ibuted t h e num ber; tocuribsity oyer
the new president., Most of thosepresent were
from classes before the/1930^ This was the
RpbiertSvv period,/;
dbwtitpwtfcamD^^
Cotter calls these trips 1^ .various alurtrii ;
group meetings part of ia v 'cbntinual "corrimunicatibhs; process." "It's very 'important;
for//; me to corrimuriicate pur concerns ;tb
them ,!!he said; '• arid fori,^
issues ^e'recbri fro^
is/that's^
iar^ha ,^
Th ey a re',' howbveri very ihterested arid active
orj.thio/coH^e's^haIf ,;,;'v:;; ';/ //
: '
.' //ln/-\/n/:i;recbni''>(riuOTti6
the ,
questions/wore difficult 'for alumni tb ahswer.
Others $^
Cblby'sTstrerigilis^^

by Kim Grace
number of alumni answered "stu d ent:facuity¦
' ;.:,.' . ./ /./ / /';; ,;.: ' • ' ., " ¦, /'/ '
relations."
Asked i if , he enjoyed the , trip, Cotter
responded enthusiastically , "I met some very
interesting people," He emphasized that these
trips provide him with an opportunity to learn
' •
about Colby, past and present.
,,*
Mrs. Cotter was also enthusiastic about the
tr ip/ She found" the alumni to be; very interested in what is happening here,at"- .Colby.
She accompanied her husband to speeches
arid riieetirigs while' the children , toured
the
;•/ :/ ' yA- ¦.;.[,
area with/frierids./ ^ ; /
Among the tr ips coming up for Cotter are
the annual meetings of several alumni clubs
in Maine. There are.15 to20 key alumni clubs

r'i- :^i. -^v : ^ :u;" ^ : -v ;^ :^ ' . .-;

across the country. Orie of the most active is
in Hawaii, where President Emeritus Bixler
spends his winters.
.
Alumni support of Colby is substantial.
Forty 'percent of Colby's approximately 14,000
alumni contribute. This puts Colby among the
top 10 percent of colleges for alumni contribution . Alumni support pays for about 8
percent of the school budget. In addition,
Colby alumni are the main supporters of the
Colby endowment drive. They
are active and
¦
interested on bur behalf. •-'' ¦
For our new president, visiting the alumni
groups , is a learning experience. For Cotter
arid Colby alumni, Tt is a way to keep communication lines open,
jttMUM gMMWMm jW Ml ^^
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International Flavors

"The drinking, dancing, and the fun are all
the same." Reinhardt commented upon the
fact that even the ,abundance of stereos was
the same¦ although-Arhericari
stereos are
¦ ¦
larger. ' ,.': ' "/ ¦ • ¦¦¦'. • • ':' '•
According to Reinhardt, the difference
betweenstudents at home and atColby ;/is that
largest university^1 ; Humbolt in Germany the students are older (having
GDR's
having
University in Berlin: He was working on his entered the university usually afteryears
in
one
and
a
half
regiired
served
their
PhD. in Arriericanistics — the study of
what
,
of
a
better
idea
army)
,
and
have
the
American literature, culture, language, and
, Reinhardt sees
history. ' Reinhardt's • concentration: is their goals are. In contrast
a
goal
in coming to
be
to
naturalistic literature;;•;—; the period of that "fun seems
at
least in the _
United
States,
college
in/the
.
literature written between 1870and 1917. /
, sophomore
years."
freshman
and
Duties for Reinhardt include teaching
hours
in
more
students
spend
In
the
GDR;
German 121 and 122, ;/a seminar oh GDR
,
The
same
week.
usually
30
hours
per
classes,
club
German
literature, participating in
preparation
is
rehired.
activities, as well as giving lectures at other amount of cUt-of-class
Reinhardt fie/els that jthe GDR provides sufNew England colleges and high schools.
ficient
motivation for its students because the
According to Reinhardt , he didn't exfuture
is relatively straightforward - a
perience any culture shock in coming to
graduating
has a good idea of what
Maine. "Most of the things I learned about job he or shestudent
will
be
doing
j and where they will
surwasn't
right.
I
the United States were .
country.
located in the
prised." He considers his stay here a "period beReinhardt
has enjoyed Colby thus far, and
details
to
necessary
adding
of improvement,"
the rest of my time goes by
hope
stated,/"!
his study of Ariiericah .life. He is finding this with the same good
result." He will probably
aspect q f ' Ws //study "practical
, / not return to the GDR in June, but perhaps will
¦
"- '
theoretic/aL".
/
other parts of the country, as
Reinhardt enjoys student life at Colby, ' stay to travel to expire
until August. And, lik e
his visa doesn't
stating that the lifestyle;seems international.
Reinhardt wants
of
Colby
people,
a
majority
He finds that students in both the GDR and at
for
spring
break.
to
get
to
Florida
.
Colby have similar tastes and preferences. .

Keieliardt Iseiisee Coities To C©H?y

by Debbie Clar k

In a visit to the GDR last year, Professor
Reynolds sought out an organization known as
the International Research Exchange Board
to determine if it was possible to find a
teaching assistant from the GDR. The
Ministry of High Education approved the
idea, and initiated the .process which lead to
Reinhardt's selection. •' ¦"'
At the time, Reinhardt was attending the

Reinhardt Isensee, a German Teaching
Assistant at Colby, is a citizen of the German
Democratic Republic, (GDR) - what
Americans wrongly, according tb Reinhardt,
refer to as East Germany. The United States
is the first Western bloc country Reinhardt
has ever visited.
Reinhardt's position as teaching assistant is
due to the efforts of Professor John Reynolds

The Lan guage Floor

EiM ZimmerPour Vous

by Pam Haury
d' etre" of the floor. This year we have , the

Have" you ever wondered what really goes
on in the hallowed hall of third floor Woodman? Let me give you a '" soupcon" of information to excite-those foreign language
¦
^—
.
wheels of yours.
For the second year we have housed a
Language Floor for all those interested in
developing their verbal talents in , another
language under a very casual system.^The
pr ogram was originally designed by
Professor James Mclntyre of the German
Department along with the help , and pierseverence of a small group of students. In
theor y there are certain guidelines for all
residents who opt to live here ; The resident
; v should feel a commitment to the concept of
the language floor arid to its success, that is.
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also obligatory . This year , for example , we
have had several small international partiesFrench wine and cheese, German chocolate
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bagel breakfast. This semester we hope to
prepare an international dinner for ourselves "
Of course , not all of oUr activities have to
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There are undoubtedly other advantages to
^
living on the langu age floor. Typically, two
THE DAY THE EARTH STOOD STILL
foreign ' teaching assistants also reside her e
and are active in maintaining the "raisori
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As the resident assistan t on the floor I can
comment that our stre ngth ,this year is our
floor 's cohesiveness and harmon y.. This.: is:in
ipart due to the size of the floor ( thirty
residents ) but also to our< common ; interest in
taking advantage of the best situation at
Colby wher eby we can , ,, speak foreign ,
languages.
/¦, ¦ ,¦ . . '. .
- y ¦ " . .; ¦ . ; ¦ ' • , ,. :;.. ¦;
;¦¦ I know you 're probably reflecting upon , this
possibility , with little " enthusiasm because of
bUr location , Howeyer , the rooms in Woodman
are perha ps some of/the largest on/campus,
most of which afford a beautiful view of
Waterville , trie countrysid eor; in some cases,
Foss. (What can I say?l) . The dining hall is
housed only three flights!down. \ /;
I urge all those with some knowledge of arid
interest in any languag e to consider a year of
residence on the floor , . We need your
cooperation to make it work better , ;
Anyauestioris? Please see me, Pam Haury,
or Pro?. Mclntyre abou t enrolling. At a later
date all those signed up will have their own
lottery land room draw . You'll be guaranteed
aroom l HASTALUEGO l
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pleasure of hosting Anne-Lise Bauer from
Paris and Reinhard Isens ee from the GJD.R ; .
Those of you with any contacts with Anne-Lise
and Reinhard know- that they are instrumental in establishing a student-faculty
bond. Besides, wouldn 't you appre ciate an
expert's presence late the night before a
major exam in those rehired language
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Executi ve
Chairperson
JAY OTIS

As the current Academic Life Chairperson I
Jhave had first-hand experience with and
knowledge of our student government. As a
student representative to the Educational
Policy Committee as well as a memberbf the
Student Association's Executive Committee; I
have seen the value of students,who are
willing and able to put in the time and energy
necessary for an effective student government. ' .
While I believe- that this year's-Student
Association has been an effective and open
one I do feel that it can be made to be even
more open and reflective of the student body.
The rejuvenation of the Representative
Assembly and the inclusion of such groups as
the SCA; and Students Unite within the
organizational framework of the Stu-A are but
two examples of steps ,which can be taken to
make the Stu-A¦ a more effective student
government. ¦// , . y ,
I believe that my past and current positions
within our student government reflect the
amount of time and dedication which I am
willing to contribute ;to the position of
Executive Chairperson and to our student
government as a whole. For these reasons I
ask for your support in the upcoming student
government .elections.

¦ ¦¦ •

Student R epresent ativ e To The Board Of Tr ustees
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Alt anyone who .wants to be the ' student
representative to the Board of Trustees says
that .they are for this or against that, I am
afraid that they misunderstand the job > T/he
purpose. pf having students/on the board/is so
that they may represent all student opinion on
any issue. This involves being available ,to
listen to any student who is concerned-about
what the Trustees/are doing and then report
,/
these ideas1 back to the board. <
Perhaps my most unique qualification to be
your student representative is, experience; I
was one of the student representatives to the
board in trie/ 1978-79 school year. During this
time agenda 's of the board meeting were
announced before hand at Stu-A .meetings so
students would be aware of what would be
talked about at the next meeting of the boaVd.
I also arranged quite a few meetings between
students and trustees including an open
trustee-student dinner at Roberts, in order for
students/ to have a chance to get to know the
trustees and vice-versa.
While on the1 board I did not shy away from
talking about difficult subjects and often
interjected ' contrary student opinion into
many discussions. The key to being an effective representative is to gain the trustee's
respect. I have already done this. Oil top.of
gaining respect iri order'to be effective, it
usually takes a person a couple of meetings
( there are four annually ) to become really
familiar with the operations of the board.
Here sI would have a considerable edge and

would be able ' to be a powerful student voice
on the" Board of Trustees from day. one of the
school year. I would truly like to be your
liason to the trustees and I hope to get your
support.
DU NCAN R.GIBSON
1 am running for this position for two
reasons:
A
1) I feel tha t 1 can effectively communicate
YOUR needsand concerns to the Board, and
2 ) 1 have the time and experience for such a
commitment. ,
You can be sure that I will devote my time
and energy to represent the special needs
facing the Colby students in the next year.
This includes not only attendance at the Board
meetings, but weekly meetings as a member
of the Stu-A Executive Board (and maybe full,
voting members on the Stu-A board if this
year!s referendum passes) and working with
student organizations such as the Student
Conference for Action and other groups.
I have worked with Colby Unite and the SCA
as well as being a j nember of the Admissions
Committee, Student Assembly, and the Stu-J
Review Board. I have attended Stu-A
meetings as an ECHO reporter, and am a
member of the Task Force on Residential
Life. '
, 1 ask for your support next Thursday.!You

Jll#eti^

Cultural X^if©

Social Life Chaii ^persoii

JOHN FOSTER
I've watched the Social Life of this campus
for three years, and I find some very
disturbing problerris ;,that I feel need to be
'"' :; ;' -: " ¦¦' ¦ "• ¦ >¦ ' - A r :' ¦
corrected/
The first andv foremost problem that
requires attention is the organization of the
Social Life Committee itself. It seems to me
that the power in that committee has
regressed into a single person whose say has
no .y'alid-challehge. I subtriit that this-type of
organization is harmful to/any opinions that
shouldhave a rightful voice. /
: I propose a plan whereby each student will
have an opportunity to/present iiis opinion.
This plan will involve sending representatives
from each dorm arid each fra t to becoine a
permanent voice in the Social Life Committee. A force which broadens the base of ~
opinion arid speaks fbr the whole campus./ ;/
The other probiem.is the type of social life
that is offered . Let's take a long hard look at
just twoconcerts arid a Halloween weekend. /
What do you want to do y/jth your social life.
Ybrilll get a chance to make up ybur ojivri riiind
and^tell/the Social Life Chairpwspn iri polls
that wili be given to solicit
^arid WEILL do
mc ^botit your social life;/
y y Af .;/¦' /://. ;y y y
A
y
y
y
something
about Yiy y
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The job of / Social Li fe//Chairperspri'/is ^ /a
difficul t one /which requires dedication and
concern; j fee) I possess both of these

quijiirt&r...C.;K

My dedication to the Colby ,social, life is best
expired/ by J rriy/ year;; ^s trensurcr of/ the
Socln^jLife / cbmriilttee, It /lias/ been/' my
respphsibili ty/ toale the/Ibose/eriiis of oll social
life;/aetiyitiesr kThere" ' have ^bce'n/.;man y^af''
ternodns spent! ihlthe-Stu^A off Ice which havo
a llowed 'riip !!tb/fully understand '.'tho job of
Spcj ii l Life , Chairp
for the funds,
I
iind being fesporisibib
¦'ends
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have made the contacts and now know the
people any social life chairperson must-know
to be successful. Through being a sort of
watchdog over the functions Of' tlie entire
social life committee/ 1 have gained the experience necessary to make social life on the
Colby campus the best it has been in years.
The other facet of the Social Life Chairperson 's job calls for concern about the Colby
community. I am concerned about what
happens at Colby and that is why I feel some
change is needed within' the- Social Life
Committee. There are always going to be
complaints about the social life on campus but
there are things which; can . be done to
decrease the volume of complaints,
. No brie person can claim to know what is the
best social activity for everyone.Therefore, I
am firmly committed to opening up Social
Life funds to the student body. The Social tife
Comiriittee would administrate the funds 'and
oversiee the operation, but the event itself
would be run by the students who Initiated the
idea. ANSbcial Life meetingsiwould be open to
the/entire student body and will be advertised
in the ECHO to allow all who wish to atend the
opportunity; to express/their ideas.!My '. coritention is,stop complaining arid get involved.
/ Another part of Social Life Chairperson is
being a part of the Stu-A Executive/Board. I
would like to help make StUrA a viable force
on . campus! As a member of the Executive
Board I \vould want b take student ideas to
Stu-A meetirigs with the intention oWnitiating
action ; The Social Life Chairperson's role as a
member of;th e Stu-A, is a function that
¦ should
not be neglected,;/;;/// ) A .jy % "y. f - ">¦ •/ / . ¦; ' ¦ ' ",
/t he choice for the students of Colby is to
decide y/hether , they want/ a Social. Life
Chairperson who already, knows the functions
arid rosponsibiUties'; of/the job, " or a ;chair^
person who> has tb'sporidl/slx months learning
the job before any viable social activity takes
place, ;I hope you agree that the? first alternative Is the best alternative.

FRANK WIRJVIUSKY
During my years at Colby and my recent
semester in New York City, I have endeavored to becorhe familiar with and involved in a broad spectru m of cultural events
available in - the various disciplines of the
Arts. If elected I hope to bring Colby cultural
events which are provocative, diverse, and
above all, relevant to the Colby student /With
a variety of films, lectures, and performances, I would hope to avail the Colby
community to events which would explore in a
creative vein the issues arid conflicts which
are a part of our cultura I existence.

Presiden t ^83
SUSAN PERRY
What role should a class play in the Colby
community. In the past the class has mainly
sta ged socia l events , often without success.
Colby is going through a transition period , and
asva result , the time is r ipe f or t h e class' objectives to change also. People are looking For
alternatives and the class should provide
some; It is feasible for the class of '83 to
sponsor workshops, lectures, films, coffee
houses, part ies, etc. All that is needed are
some good f un dra isers, organ ization an d
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DAVID M.STRAGE
An effective representative to theBoard of
Trustees should:
1. Be able to represent student opinion in a
straight-forward, open-minded manner.
2. Be an involved and concerned member of
the Colby community;
3. Be willing to spend time and energy to
solicit student opinion.
4. Have the maturity and self-confidence to
deal effectively With the*'members of the
Board of Trustees and the issues that come
before them.
In addition , I feel that the representative
should be aware of all aspects of Colby life
from Frat Row to Foss-Woodman and from
the Educational Policy Committee (EPC) to
the sports scene.
As Vice-President of my class, President of
my Fraternity Pledge Class and through my
involvement in campus activities, including
the ECHO , Powder and Wig, WMHB and the
Soccer team, I feel I have learned to- analyse
opinions and present thern in an orderly,
unbiased fashion. These two attributes would
prove invaluable to nie as a representative to
the Board of Trustees.
I urge you to vote for me in . the up and
coming elections as the candidate who will
combine these characteristics and create an
effective liason between the Student Body and
Colby's Trustees.

motivation.
I believe that I have the qualifications and
experience to organize as many of these
projects as possible. But more important than
experience, I have a hope that /things can
change. I may be an idealist but I also have
the motivation and ability to make those
ideals become a reality. Therefore , I would
like to announce that I am running for the
position of President for the Class of '83.

Election Info
Referendum Question:: to be voted on
Thursday, March 13. "Should the two student
representatives to the Board of Trustees be
made , voting members of the Student
Association Executive Board ; with the understanding that six , rather than five,
members would then constitute a quorum. "
Anyone wishing to direct questions, comments or concerns to any of the candidates
may do so at the Candidates Forurn to be held
pre-election eve, Wednesday, March 12at6:30
in Roberts Loft.
Anyone interested in helping work at the
polls on Thursday, March 13 (shifts from 10-6
p.m. and after for ballot counting) , pl ease
contact Scot Lehigh at ext. 576 or Becky
Rogers at 295. As soon as possible please.

A SPECI AL PLACE
SPECIAL SUNDAY BREAK FAST
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can be assured of my dedication to the job,
and that Twill represent your- problems as
best as I can.
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Perspectivesj(MfWtfiileii
by Heidi Misslbeck
"Women 's studies courses have changed
my perspective of myself , of the institutions
at Colby//and of the relations ; between the
sexes," says senior Karen Caine,.who has.
taken many of the women's courses offered at
Colby. / ' '/' / .
Many colleges offer Women's studies as an
interdisciplinary major , and a number of
universities are now granting Ph.D.'s in the
•
area. ¦¦ .- . ¦ . •
But , while the interest in women 's issues is
also apparen t at 'Colby, the institutional
response has been slower. A few committed
teachers have developed a large demand and
following among students. The spark that has
developed such a following has often been a
course (some have termed it a "religious
experience ") taught by Phyllis Mannocchi.
This course , entitled "The Female
Experience in America ," and first taught in
1976, has grown from an enrollment of 18 to an
overehrolled 35 this year, and has just been
awarded a fourth credit by the EPC. .. . /
In the course/ students study the
documents , literature, and films of the lives of
American women with the intent of recreating
the female experience in America. One of its
most innovative aspects (making it unique
Sr^9I}g New England colleges ) , is that
students do not write papers as such , but
instead produce slidertape presentations in
small groups of five or six people. Presentation topics this semester include 'Lesbians
at Bates , Bowdoin, and Colby," "Women in

the Military; " ''Battered Women," and the
"History of Fashion ." These slide-tapes are
intended to form a "women 's library " - a
permanent archive,of women's studies; :
Mannocchi feels that her-method is the
best way to reach people on women's issues.
And the approach seems to be working. The
University of Maine at Orono has already
requested the use of one of the slide tapes, and
last week-:a conference at Elates on. !'Women
in Prison " used a tape produced
¦ by last year's
•- •"" ¦ - ;; ' " •. "¦'""
class! • '
- While often a lot more fun than a typical
research paper , a slide tape does involve
weeks of hard work, especially as students
often seem "to be inspired: to put inordinate
amounts of/ time and eiiergy into their
projects. There are weekly workshops with
Sam Atmore at the A.V. department so tha t
students can learn the skills necessary to
-" _
make a good slide tape.
A . com mon problem in . Women Studies is
lack of source material , so these projects will
begin to serve as source material for other
researchers in the future , In order to get
enough information , students put in time to
find information from all jbver Maine;
sometimes writing and conducting their own
surveys. A slide-tape ori "Women's Protest
Songs," for instance, found a lot of music, but ,
none of it had ever been recorded. The group
then learned the songs and recorded them
themselves.
Aside from creating a women 's library,
Mannocchi hopes to get women interested in

becoming media specialists so that they may
be able to publicize women's issues more than
the/ ,/ presently/ rnale-dpniinated// media
^
';of the course has;
manages to" do. 'One-alumni
entered the/field/of advert islrig;ah area that is
sorely lacking a feminist perspective;
Although the slide tapes involve the use of
expensive materials and equipment, Mannocchi refuses to charge a lab fee for ; the
course, or to charge admission/tp. the weekly
movies (6:30 in the A.V; room; every/ Thursday, and open to the public; March 13 is With
Babies and Banners : The /-story,/, of "the
Wonu»n 's Emergency Brigade) ; In 1976, when
the course first started, it had no budget. But
Mannocchi took the problem ; to President
Strtder, who gave her $500 from his
Discretionary :Fund.. Now, with its heavy
enrollment , this barely : manages to make
¦/ ¦
ends meet;
/"•/
. Students, who have taken this course.are
now actively demonstrating some sort of
commitmen t to wqmen/s studies. Sue Erb is
doing a Senior Scholar Project on "The Study
of Female Culture in Literature through the
Private Letters " of One Woman - Elizabeth
Seeley." Nancy Perry is a research assistant
to Mannocchirhelping her investigate the life
of Victorian writer Vernon Lee. Katy Alioto is
co-teaching "The Female Experience in
America ": wi th Mannocchi/ lending her skill
and knowledge of audio visual aids to the
course. Mannocchi is hoping that some of her
proteges will become women scholars .

Dinin g Wit h Frie tid^ToM
Jesus Christ is quoted in early Aramic texts
as saying, "...he who kills, kills himself , and
who so eats the flesh of slain beasts, eats the
body of death .''•
/
As you can see, the principles of
vegetarianism have been around for a long
time — in fact, many anthropologists argue
that early Homo sapiens were indeed not car
nivores. And nowadays, an . increasingly
greater proportion of the U.S. population is
reverting back to non-flesh diets. These
people refrain from eating meat for a variety
of reasons and are . all usually categorized as
vegetarians.
The reasons for abstaining from eating
meat used by these people are almost as
varied as the different types of vegetarians.
One of the most-popular explanations given,
especially by younger people, is, based on
ethical principles. These vegetarians are
opposed to the needless destruction of animal
life, particularly for food.
George Bernard Shaw once commented,
"Animals are my friends , and I don 't eat my
friends. "- People like Shaw , become
vegetarians more for esthetic reasons , more
than ethical ones. Fruit and vegetables; they
argue, need no embellishment, but the appeal
of a carcass of an animal depends on ' the skill
of the butcher to, disguise the reality of the
flesh. See for yourself - compare a bowl of
fresh fruit;with the body of a dead animal.,..,.'
The reality of eating another animal's flesh
is often considered unhealthy by many
vegetarians who do not eat meat for a variety
of health-related reasons. Many of these
reasons are based on scientifi c research and
many arc based on traditional (and riohHealth-oriented
beliefs,
traditiona!)
vegetarians point out the/ numerous studies
th at s h ow meat ea ters have high er cancer
rates , higher coronary disease rates, higher
food-poisoning rates and riigherobesity rates,
(etc.) .when compared with non-meat eaters.
This/ argument is greatly enhanced when
the modern meat industry is .exami ned
closely. Ralph -Waldo iEmersori onccrsaid,

by Jon Rosenthal ;
"You have just , dined; and however
scrupulously the slaughter house is/concealed
in the graceful distance of miles, there is
complicity." Let's look at what this complicity actually means. Most-livestock (cattle,
pigs, sheep, goats, ; chickens and turkeys) is
today raised on a very large : . scale,, of
production. Cattle, for example, are usually
raised on huge feedlots which hold anywhere
from 10,000-100,000 animals. Each steer is
given enough room to move and is force-fed
three times
of daily. The animals are fed large
^yantities anti-biotics (to prevent thespread
of disease and infection), hormones ! (to increase growth ) , sawdust, poultry manure,
treated sewage and slaughterhouse wastes
(cheap "fillers'!) and. a variety "of other
chemicals which include known carcinogens
such as DES (experiments have shown DES
causes cervical cancer-in women and their
female offspring ) and arsenic (to increases
growth rates).
/
Once all of these substances have been
ingested, digested , and metabolized for about
six months/ the cattle are shipped to the
slaughter house in trucks; during which time
the animals often go without food and water
for, two to three days? At the slaughter house,
most/cattle are killed by ; one of the ' four
methods outlined in the Humane Slaughtering
Act. The first one, Is the captive-bolt riiethod
which entails fi ring a bolt into the animals
forehead. The second one,' is' the carbon
dioxide ; method.'/which entails /putting the
animals (used mostly for pigs ) in a chamber
with ; carbon dioxide"' ¦/until they are ' unconscious. The third one is the electric
stunner rhethpd which entails shocking the
animal into unconsciousness with two electrodes. The finalriiethod is the gunshot , which
is self-explanatory. //
;
;
¦¦' Except for the last,' ail
.these methods do not
kill the/ animal but simply stun. It! price the
animal is-immobilized , it is usually hoisted
into the/air by, one leg, and its throat/is slit
with a knife. These methods ;bf slaughter are
not /a lways used because ; the,"Humane
Slaughter .Act : "re quires ',' only/ voluntary,
compliancea nddpes not include pouHry. - OTh e

various methods used for poultry" slaughter
are left up to your imagination and ability...)
After the slaughter, the carcasses are cut
up and many secondary products are
produced. Many sanitary problems are found
at this stage, as well. For example ,. Jon
McClure , a butcher .in a slaughter house for
ten years, observed a hurnber of "Additi ons"
in some hamburger tubs/included were'gurri,
cigarettes, floor cleansers, staples, beer can
tops, and one prophylactic device.:
" The examples are endless, and. to continue
here would seem pointless:..however, there is
yet another major reason for refraihing from
eating meat — the political and economic
implication s of yegetarianismrThis/is to say,
that raising anirrials for-meat-is a muchness
efficient means of producing food than raisirig
grains, vegetables, and legumes. Soybeans,
for instance, produces sixteen times 1, more
protein and four times more calories per acre,
than does cattle; meat ea ters also/need eight
times more ; water/ than / vegetarians' to
produce their food.
/ // ; ; , y, Energy use is/a maj or factor as w,ell., Meat
eaters '. use over three; times/inore.- ' oil in the
production / of their /food, than yegetarians.
These facts , go on arid on! The Fppd/ and
Agricuitural Organization of' the I United
Nation ( FAO ) estimates that between 1 and
1' '/j. billion of the world' s people are either
hungry or malnburished./As a result of this,"
the FAO ' Director-Gehbra l has /rerriarked,'
"/;/if we arc tbr: bring - about -a/real , improvement in the diet of the neediest, we iriust
aim at a greater intake of vegetable protein. ''.
Of course, vegetarianisih will not cure all of
the world's ills, but our personal habits do
affect ; those around ,;.us..;.', Furthermore, pur
abstention ,from eating flesh/will give .us th e,
satisfaction of knowing/that, ! biir daily! life
contributes in some /small /way ' .,to -the
alicviaUbn of human a rid); non-hi|nnan suffOring/:— we will becomes'' 'p art.of ;'the solution
instead of part of the problem ; "V ''K AyAs.
/In the /words/ of ;Le6!;Tb)stoyi^'Whlie/^o
¦
ourselves '. ' .' are ¦; ;the • graves/ ' of v rr
iurdered
ariiriials, how ,cari wb
ideal
conditions
; : - expect,
¦
hereon earth. '/;. -;: ; ' -Pi ;i'/ v !;'/ ;/ !// :/ '¦:•/'':;: y- Wi

The- Government Department, after/ conducting surveys on student interest|in/ the/
subject , is bffj eiiingj anewc^
-'"'The
ihe/N^tegory//df0/Voin^
" Political; Economy iof 'Woirn.en;:". taught by
Betty Robinson. Women's issues; -Robinson
into a
ieels, are often
^
category of the^'personal" or "individual ,"
and lare;thus denigrated and ignored. By
focusing/ the course: ori the^reiatioriship" between women and power , Robinson hopes to
emphasize the political nature of-women
's
;
oppression ./" ¦-/¦ •'// ?/ ¦¦:";v "/' ¦ ¦•• ' :'/- '/ "7/ ;/":
;, Although Robinson insists that the course
deals mainly with/ thebryV^an interchange of
views is/ involved /in- the/ discussion; of /the
readings/ These include such classics as
Simbrie DeBeauvoir's .The ; Second Sex; - and ,
Kate Millet's1. Sexual:l^litics; ;Alsb/!studerits
are encouraged to discuss the.ir own attitudes
and experiences. Theory and opinion have to
be combined for the major work of *the class,
the formulation of/position papers on specific
questions about women's issues. ¦"";
"How do Women Cope with Oppression^"
"What .is women's potential for political action?" and "What is the impact of violence and
pornography on women's economic position?"
are a few of the topics chosen for position
papers ; The Portland Free Press has already
agreed to publish these position papers in
pamphlet form" by the end of the semester-so'
^
that the work:
done -will be. more 1 easily accessible to other women.¦""/ ¦ > :-'
Robinson feels that the liberation of women
in American society has only begun-as the
movement has so far only/succeeded; in
placing women in what/are token positions of
power .She hopes that through courses such as
hers, women will become conscious;of their
own collective interests, and will organize to
take control in . the traditional :;areas^ ' of
women's oppression, i.e. in the workplace oyer the means of producti on; or in schools//
Robinson /makes, it clear tha t she sees the
women's movement not as an end in itself ,
however, but.as a necessary step on the path
towards a more egalitarian society . In its first
semester, the course is already overenrolled ,
with two sections of almost 30 students «ach.
Another new course added to the Colby
curriculum this ; semester, :;. again ' in / the
English Department , is Deborah McDowells
"Literature of the Black Woman Writer:/' The
course focuses on such questions as "What is
meant by Women's Literature!;" arid if there
is a particularl y female perspective to. writing
which - distinguishes/
it < from that of, . the '
'¦
mainstream. •¦ y . :. ¦>¦ ¦
xy y '
Deborah McDowell's course is the only one
of the Women 's Studies courses which has/an
enrollment of 50 percent men, and ,50 percent
'women.¦The other courses are predprriinantiy
women ,'¦• .wi th; the/ men ^; iri^'minqritics,;.;of:-: twos'
: arid threes; Gary, SrnitnJone of ;the/.few men in
" one /of Robihspn 'Sj/sections,/was at, first
bothered by her constant use of the term "we ''
- meaning; "we-women ' 7 - in her lectures. But
her argument that American .women have had
to listen ; t.o ; oyer 200 years of ''we'/V meaning
"we-men" - convinced him/of ; the usefulness
of .the exclusive . sentence!¦ structure/ in the
class.;"' /.,//; A:/Ay 'y .yyy A'f y ; ' , !'/;/!./ ¦/¦ ' //,// /,/"/
Men in the classes generally do riot seem to
feel, intimidated , ,or forccd into an ideological,'.
posi tion of cjej ending/rilcn: a ^i^t rarrip/arit/;
fcminism/ 'lt is hard/to-deierm^
these classes,/
the obverse is/true :' if rrieriiri
¦
despite// their; minority ¦statiis, ,;cpniinue//tp
domiriato the/discussion; as;;iri other ; Colby
«!ia sscs!;';^ :.Vi"r^
All three Jw^men'Svstudies/professors feel/
that it/is important/ to/ liavo men in feminist:
courses, Ferriiriisrii, as an ideology,;ebneerris ;
men rio less than women, says - Deborah'.'
McDpwe|I Katy;Aliqto's father , who Is a/w ire
editor at ¦^the;Sentinel;/ ;sat/ in/ oh/ several
meet ings ',of /VThfe'/ Ferriale |Exporierico;; in//
AmericaV ;kisl year , and carribaway irbrni the i
experience v/eryppinibriated. Mlt is a; valuable r
enough expedience^^^
should?bo required to, take the course;'! he/ ;
Ins ists/.///!!,!/:/,;/ ¦/ !/ // :!^^
f
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Tlie 0)||iii)ic Question
¦ v ;, ".; ' . :• .../ . . ' -^. /:- ,: /./ :::// V / :;.by.DayidM.Strage
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'The important thing in the Olympic Gam
part; the i^mpbriant thing in life is not the ^
essential thing is riot to have conquer^
spread these precepts is to build up a stronger and more valiant and above
all , more scrupulous and more generous humanity." /
— Baron Pierre^de Coubertin, whoinspire d the revivalof the Modem Olympic.Games
In the aftermath of the Lake Placid
Olympic Games and in light of how good it
feels to beat the RussianSj I believe that we
should send our athletes to Moscow this
summer. There is no precedent for the
proposed boycott aridwould be comparatively
ineffective in / changing Russian foreign
policy. The United States would have a far
greater impact oh the Soviet-government arid
the Russian people as a whole if they Were to
go to Moscow arid protest their disgust from
within the Soviet Union itself.
It is true that Baron de Coubertin once said,
"peace is not the major aim of the Olympics."
However, he also added that "he hoped and
believed that peace would be furthered by the
Olympic Games." A boycott of the Olympic
Games this summer would surely aggravate
an already delicate situation arid do nothing
toward finding a peaceful resolution to the
presenfcrisis.

To honor commitments is not unimportant
in any field; and . sportsmen, who have a
healthy sense of fairplay r are entitled to expect that politicians will avoid action likely to
nullify the' arduous training and legitimate
aspirations of many months and years.If we and other countries decide to determine participation in international sport for
political reasons, as advocated by President
Carter, there will be no more full international sport which would not only be a
bad thing, but would be contrary . to the
overwhelming wishes of both sportsmen and
people as a whole ( unless, of course, people
would rather fight than compete) .
It is the; clear duty of politicians to take
appropriate action in critical situations, but to
use sport as an instrument of international
diplomacy, and consequently to deny athletes
a sporting chance, is surely to misconceive
one's adversary. Sport is a substitute for war.

Harvey Breaks Record
The ECHO ATHLETE OF
THE WEEK is David Harvey,
senior co-captain of the basketball
team. Playing his last game in a
Colby uniform , Dave pumped in
49 points to lead the Mules in
their destruction of Bates (111-78)
last Wednesday night.
Iri doing so, Dave broke the
old record of 48 points set back
in 1956 by Charlie twigg, He also
went over the 1000 point milestone, join ing other co-captai n
Mark Lake, who hit it on Monday
•
night. _
•
The 6» 3" Portsmouth, NH
native has compiled some Im pressive statistics in his.college career ,
including a total of 1005 poi nts,
398 this season alone.
The late season Mule winning
streak greatly resulted from trie
efforts of Mr. Harvey, whose presence will be sorely missed next
season. Says Coach Whitmore:
"One of the key things with David
is that he came through with some
strong games and his leadership
also came through ."
Therefore, Dave contributed
both on and off the court , a commendable attribute to any athlete.

AtMet e of
tlie \^ek

Best Record Ever !
. ,,

by Lynne Bruen

The Colby Women's. Basketball Team
closed out their regular season last Friday
with a disappointing 69-51 setback at the
hands of the University of Maine-Farmington.
The Mules were plagued by fouls throughout
the contest to key players, a factor which later
proved to be costly. With 14:13 remining in
the first half , Coach DeLorenzo was forced to
sit down freshman star Ellen Tupper with
three fouls. Shortly after , point guard Linda
. Rule 24c of the Olympic Charter states that
the National Olympic Committees must be
"autonomous and must resist all pressures of
any kind whatsoever, whether of a political,
religious ,or economic nature." If the US
Government banned American athletes from
competing in Moscow, something they could
only do by withholding visas and confiscating
passports, the US would be in direct conflict of
Rule 24c arid could conceivably be banned
themselves from future Olympic contests.
Perhaps this is an appropriate time (to
mention that neither the city of Moscow hor
the' Soviet government are in breach Of their
Olympic contract or the Olympic oath itself.
> Not only is the essential element in sporting
contests : - the pleasure of the participants - in
danger of being forgotten , but recent
proposals violate some of the fundamental
principles of the Olympic Games:
1. No discrimination,is allowed against any
country on political grounds.
.
2. Control of the games is vested in the
International Olympic Committee, th e honor
of holding the games is entrustedto a' .city not
¦
a country ,
' ' ¦•¦/ ¦ ' ¦'¦ ' '¦ '¦' /' ¦/: ''
3. National Olympic Committees must resist
all political pressures,
4. The site is picked six. years iri advance
• /
and can not be changed. !,
5. Olympic Games must take place in the first
year of tho Olympiad,

It should not be used as an instrument of war;.
What then is the most appropriate course of
action for the United States to take. By far the
most effective method of protest is to do so in
Moscow at the Olympic/ Games in front of
thousands of Russian spectators and millions
of television viewers. This can be done very
simply and succinctly by one or more of the
following :
'
1. A boycott of the opening ceiremdny,
2., A simple, highly effective statement of
opposition to Russian policy by some kind of
salute or signal.
3. Some kind of insignia or emblem on the
athletes' clothing.
4. Withdrawal of press coverage , (i.e. TV,
Radio, Newspaper).
Competing in a major International sporting event utilizing these effective protests
would gain far more respect for the US titan if
they used the .comparatively/underhand' and
devious "boycott." If we pull out of the
Moscow Olympics; we would be in breach of
our Olympic contract and Olympic oath. It
would-be (he destruction of the Olympic ideal
and the end of the Olympic Games
as we know
• '." ' ! ' •¦ '¦•'
them today.*! .
It is wrong to use the Olympic Games as a
political football. However, it is within
sporting etiquette to use the Olympic Games
as a forum for expressing one's feelings, and
in this case one's disgust, at another country's
/ ' ¦; ' "/. . '
actions. .;/ . . "

Women's

Basketba ll

Alter joined Tupper on the bench having
picked up her third foul. Farmington failed to
take advantage of the situation as the Mules
managed to stay in the game. The lead
changed hands many times with Farmington
gaining the edge at halftime, 2C-23. By this
time< the Mules had two more players in foul
trou ble, Nancy Chapin and Maura
Shaughnessy, with three a piece.
Tupper and Alter came back to start the
second half as the Mules attempted to erase
the Farmington lead. Tupper, h owever , was
quickly assessed with her fourth foul to force
her to the bench once again. Moments later,
Alter and Chapin were slapped -with their
fourth fouls, but they remained in the game
because Farmington was beginning to build

Al Care y
M usk Cen ter
"EVERY TH IN G IN MUSIC"

> 99 MilnSt.

S7I-5«M

I—— 1—KT—¦¦——WW

their lead. With 12:39 left in the game, Alter
fouled out as Farmington continued to gain
momentum! At the 12:11 mark, Tupper reentered the game and proceeded to lead the
Mules in their attempted comeback. Colby
began chopping away at the Farmington lead
closing to within 8 points. Unfortunately , first
Chapin and then Tupper, fouled out taking
with tliem any hopes of a dramatic comefrOm-behind victory.
Despite being limited by foul trouble,
Tupper was the game's high-scorer netting 19
points. Farmington was led by Karen Sch:
wartz who scored 17. Ellen also led theMules
in rebounds, pulling down 15 followed by
Nancy Chapin with 13 boards, The,loss
dropped Colby's record to 14-7 as they enter
the State Tournament this weekend at Colby.
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COLBY TO HOST
MAIAW STATE BASKETBALL TOURN AMENT

. ' Treat your self to the best in Ma ine College Wome n 's Basketball this
weekend. The top 8 teams will be vying for the state chan ^piohship.
Last year , UMO defeate d UMF to take the chanipibhsh ip. fhis year ,
third-seeded Colby is hop ing to capt ure the crown for the first ' timet '-V '
Come show suppo rt fori the Colby JW ules and the Sport of the 80^ i
¦
Women 's Basketball.
. ¦¦¦ . .Ay y .A <y ;' :

Thursday, March 6
1.

3:00

COLBY (3)

vs.

ST , J OSEPH 'S (6)

2.

5:00

UMF (2)

vs.

BOWDOIN (7)

3.

7:00

USM (4)

vs.

HUSSON (5)

4.

9:00

UMO (1)

vs,

__ .

' BAT ES (8)

""seeds in parenthese s

Friday , Ma r ch 7'
7:00

Game 1 Winner

vs.

Game 2 Winne r

9:00

Game 3 Winner

vs.

Game 4 Winn er

Satur day, March 8

2 :00

C HAMPIONSHIP

GAME

Coach DeLorenzoponders a' motley crew: CaptainsAlter, Chapin, and ValavaniswithAssistant
' : ) A.. 'A
Coach Jon Covell,
Photo by AmyButcher
•
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Bowdoin Stops Mules In Playoffs
by Steven Nicholas

Six minutes. Tha t and a couple of mistakes
are all it takes to change the entire complexion of a hockey game. Ask the men's
,-. varsity hockey team. They learned the hard
way last Saturday night in the opening game
of the ECAC playoff tournament against the
second
ranked Bowdoin Polar Bears ,
v It was a typic ally dyna mic
playoff atmosphere , A small band banged but college
j fight songs from high in the blea chers , while
enthusiastic fans waved homemade banners .
; An SRO crowd squeezed into Dayton Aren a in
¦
Brunswick to witness the third confro ntation
between the two teams th is season , Bowdoin
I had won both previous contests by narrow
one- and two-goal' mar gins, The" Mules
|
(12-8) entere d the game havin g won their last'
I three regul ar season games, includi ng a
ffirv@E11ffTO

decisive 6—4 upset of Holy Cross. The
14—2—2 Polar Bears hadn 't lost a game since
Ja nuary 19, and were fresh off an impressive
5—3 upset over Lowell, the defendin g NCAA
champion . The Mules were looking to end
that streak .
Just ten seconds into the game, Colby 's
Brain McGrath , crashi ng in frorn the blue
line , intercepted a Bowdoin clearin g pass and
drilled a 25-fopter just wide of the net . And
the pace was set. The Mules , using a new
system inplemented by Coach Rickey Gpulet
specifically for the Bowdoin game,
forechecked with ten acity. As a result , most
o'f the first period action took place in the
Bowdoin end , and most of the scorin g opportunities were Colby's, , Ed Ofria convert ed
one such opportuni ty into a 1—0 Colby lead at

V^&t&£tf'Bfrvsl

\taytHtal \llogan tries to ekate by a Bowdoin player. ,

A' -- '. ' : y< "y , ' vl, -;^'^,^b/b ^ ' W^rt ^'!nw^

6:51 of the period. Jay Driscoll slid a pass
from the left post to Ofria waiti ng in the slot,
and the crafty winger fired it past Bowdoin
goalie Bill Pro vencher , The" Colby¦ contingent
¦' ¦]
camealive;
„. Meanwhile the Polar Bears , unable to
generate any ojffense whatsoever against the
spirited Multss , slum p ed in t o a "dump-andrun " style of play,, throwing the puck
into the corners after crossing the ijed line,
and then skating in after it. The Mules were in
control , But midway throu gh ' the- stan za
Colby 's Pan , O'Hallora n wasn 't , _ and the
tr i-captaln was handed a five minute
major and ejected froni the game for
retali ating after being held by Bowdoin 's
Dave McNeil. McNeil was called for holding,
and another Bowdoi n player [for top many
men on the ice, but the Mu les, were ] w ithou t
their lead ing scorer for the remain der of the
¦contest ,' ,:
- ; . ;; - '¦ '. 'A.. . .
But for now, th e Mules enjoyed a man ad^
vanta ge , and the powerplay Unit pressed,;
Of ria rang one off the cirossba r , Pat Murph y's
wrist shot fro m the slot was gloved nicely by
Provencher , A Dale Htow itt slap shpt frorn, the
blue line fqrced the peppere d Boyi/dbin goalie
into acroba tics* Just as 'the Bowdoin penalty
expired, Cblby '§ pprj Bolduc was! paM ght
crosschec king , and the; Polar Bears took a
turn at thejppwerpl ay, :But theirs yw Equ ally
unpi poductive thank s tp th^ppnalfy,-Killin g
efforta of Ofri a, Murpb! ^and Bob Norto n , For
the final '- seven nilnutes; pf : the period the:
tearns were eyen, and the Mules reestablished
cpntr pj , : Qf fonsi v'ely, the passing :yra s pri sp,
and accur ate; and the ! Mules j qanie cjosp tp
adding to their : lead! pefensi yoly, the JWtol es
checked hard and ofteni and the defohs^men
dld.a SMPerb job of forcing Bovydolh, putsjde i;
jp pn BpidM p and Br ain MpQr at |i WQrv coldssal (
in thci cornara and, in front of the Qolby ^agfy'
keeping thlhgs!ciear! .f a r g pall 'e Joe jaulftlch ,!
As « rpault, .th e-PQ)ar.B ears rhanaged |ust pne
shot en net in the entiret flrst 'peHp d , and wor e
fortu nate to end it trailing by Just one goal.

The. momentum which the Mules " had
gathered in the first period carried dyer into
the second , and again the action was in the
Bowdoin zone, Ofria ska ted around three
Bowdoin defenders and . unloaded a
backhander frojrj In close, but ' Prov encher
was there , Pr ovencher was there all;night (25
saves). At 10:35 Colby 's "Ja y Driscpll was
caught cross—checking. Seconds later , the
linesman took a Paul Quarantd clearing pais
in the shin , and the ensuing delay gave, tlie
Polar Bears a much-heeded chance to
regroup. Play resumed ,, and Quaranto was

i .
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almost ' irnmpd ia^elyCalledi jfdr a quest ionab le
holding penal ty by th^ linesman, lea ving the
Mulesrtwo nien sbpr t, The Polar Bears didn 't
earn ; their number two billing by passing up
such ORportu n!iti^a» At il; ip leadin g poorer
Roger Elliot sl^a^
Mule (j efensq , Recited Faul^tjch jiic 'ely^an 'd),
slid a " caut ious , j,5-fboter , towa rd tho ! op&n
cage , Colby 'siv . Bruce Ba)rbe;r !^ canie |rbni»
newhero tp stop the puck on we goal, !infy,but
whe n he trie d, , to pounce ph it his momentu nv
carri ed him !|nto the hei; The game was
knotted , at op e , and , X\ig; ] nlght rn ar isli I sty!
minutes had tjogtin , • ] iy 'A:. !'. ' . ., ; ,; ,; !v-:. '!¦ " ,;; ' .! , ; ,!' ;
The 'Mules wepe still shorthand c^ , ajid 49
seconds later the polished Bowdoin ppwer play
unit struck again !, Jo hn Tlieber ge; centcr ^d tjie
puck jhto a ciro^^ in ' front p( th ^ Cbllb'y neit
hO ,
Fa ulstich gloved the centering pass , piu^ "
and the puc k '-were pushed/int o the cage by
cha rgin g Bowd. plQ forwa rds , and it was 2-rl,
Continued on pa g eU

RuggersWill Travel ToIxmdon

¦
;. . : , . ¦ by Jim Bourne1 - ,-:¦ ¦
The Colby Rugby Club is venturing back to
the land where the game ; originated. The
ruggers will tour England later this mpnu\
March 2pr30. While in England;; the team will'
reside in the Lpndpn £(rea, where theyofwiU
compete With young ^tads from some the
most distinguished clubs* intj ie world,:v v;
A total of three;gan^eshaye been scheduled
during the ten day-yisiti The first mateh for
the ruggers
will be aga.inst the London Welch
on Ma
rch 23. Following 'a tw.o-day
Coi^
layoff , and a chance to tour a few pubs in j olly
old London, the team will take . on the Old
'Millhilliars . The final game will be against the
OldMeadonians dp March 29. ;
j The ruggers will also" havelthe opportunity
ito be spectators at a first class garne when the
iLondpn Welch play the Harlequins, ;
! There are a total of 19 players making the"
; venture to England, along with our n own
Imanager, who in case of many injuries, wilt
j become our reserve threat in the scrum, The
jroster includes Brad Richards,-Keith .Davis,
Jim Bourne, Spencer Staples , Itcd Marshall, '
Bob Davidson, Jim Levy, Dave Marcus, Bob.
'Benjamin , Neil Steingold, Greg Keenan, John
jFleriage, Paul Arthur, Doug Herbert, Tom
Bob Ruzzo, and John
;Da(^y, Bruce Lawrie,
;
;
Sortor.

must be extended to Peter, for without his
help, we would not be venturing to England
this spring.
The chance to play English teams will be
good experience for the Rugby Club. Rugby in
England is comparable to football in our
country, to the extent that kids begin playing
at an early age,
In addition to playing three teams, the club
will have a training session with Ron Tennick,

technical adviser for the English Rugby
Football Union. This will be an excellent
opportunity for the team to pick up tips of the
game. You can support the Colby Ruggers by
participating in their current raffle which
off ers dinner for two at Silver Street ,
After returning from London! the ruggers
will open up their spring schedule with a home
match April 5 against UNH. It promises to be
a great spring.

, ' • ' '•; :' - : .:: ' ;' - A--: " :-AA'-:-: -yy A . . .': . '

Ruggers from last year are looking forward
to having 1979 graduate Gary Devpe among
the ranks again, and everyone is counting on
our envoy, Gary Rogers, to find the best pubs
in town.
A great loss to the touring team is the absence of Coach Peter Pearson, who .will be
unable to make the trip because of a continuing neck injury, The entire tekm is indebted to Peter, who has changed the
direction of rugby at Colby. Special thanks

Colby RuggersBob Benjami n;John Sorter,and Nell Steingold

Shafer Qualifies For Nationals
byJohn SalMunsey _ :
Last weekend tlie Colby.Women 's Swim
Team went oh'- a,' rba dJtH p t o ' Southern Mess.
State University for the Division , III New
England Swimming and Diving Championships! Coach Dayid Bright accompah ied
^ swimniers
Captain Linda. Lloyd and five other
on ' the trip, which incidentally marked the
first time the wofnen's van didn 't break down
this season^ Cplby scored 128in points and
finished a very respectable ^Sth the meet,
Wendell Sh'af er had an outstanding
weekend , qualify ing for nationals ' : in!; fo\ir
individual' events, Wendell - posted tifties of
1:05,8, 2:21,4, and 5:02,3 for the 100; 200, and
400 Individual Medleys ,"andja 2j23,3 in:the
grueling 205^yard ; butterfly.;; she^ cppsistently!
plaped in tlie top seven places, Coach Brj glit
was especially pleased with Wendell's; perf
fd^iance, "Wendell did great , she qualified
for (he A.I.A; Division ill National Swiminj ng
and;piy,ing Cbehiplprph)p>,,,she'll be going to
Allegheny College ip Meadvillej Pennsylvania
within a few weeks;" ;
; , r , ';
Hilary iWilliamspn , Mary .Kenned y, and
Lindq Lloyd were feeling a'\M> ynder ttie
weather during the swim ni^et,:!Eyen ; so,
H ilary received a Wze In the 20Q yard
backstroke , and ,; in the last day of ! cbih>

Three boxes of granola , a huge box of
raisins, arid numerous other edibles were
consumed in the hotel room. "Every time
Coach came into our room we had something
}n our mouth,,r said Linda ,
Captain Lipda Lloyd ended her collegiate
swimm ing career this past weekend, Linda's
importance to the team is much more than
merely being pne of the fastest on the team ,
She is ah inspira tion to the younger women

and a leader with a flexible fist , if one at all ,
When Tasked Linda how she did at the New
Englands She said, "Well, I didn't do very
well)" then she paused (and burst out), "but
Mary K, placed 15th in the breastetroke and
Wendell qualified for nationals I"
I then asked Linda if she enjoyed the
weekend, A smile lit up her face , and in a low
voice she said, "Yeah!'

Men 's Hockey

Continued f r omp age10
"They do that every year," observed Coach
Goulet after the game, "And every year they
get a way with it,"
They got away with it again three minutes
and thirty seconds later. While his linemates,
interfered with Faulstich in the Colby crease,*
Mark Woods picked up a stray, rebound and
flipped it into the top right hand corner for a
3—1 Bowdoin lead, The home crowd, now
fully revived after watching their team get
soundly outplayed in the first period, began to
chant, "One, two three...We want more!"
They got it, Somewhere along the way the
Colby defense fell apart , and with Driscoll in
the penalty box for tripping, Bowdoin scored
their third powerplay goal of the night,
Pointman Mark Pletts unleashed a blistering
slap shot that the heavily screened Faulstich,
never even saw, and it was 4—1, .
"One, two, three, four.„We want more!"
Dave.Brower answered the chants of greedy
. Bowdoin fans with still another goal and then
the merciful buzzer sounded to end the
;. disasterous second period. But it was six
minutes, two mistakes, and four goals too late
;
for the Mules,
The Mules started thejhird and final period
as ii nothing had ' happened. The offense
regained control and the defense stiffened up,
They skated like they had in the first period,
with Jin Erskine, Mark Kelley, and Hewitt all
getting good "scoring opportunities. If it had
been a close game, it would have been very
exciting. But it wasn't. For the entire period
the Polar Bears played "duinp-and-run, "
but this time they were protecting a lead.
Freshman Jim Doherty blasted one past
Provencher with eight seconds left, and the
game ended on that bittersweet note.
"Except for those six minutes in the second
period, I thought we outplayed them,"
assessed Goulet. "We had a few mental
lapses and got a few penalties I didn't think
we deserved, but that's hockey,"
As for the season on the whole, Goulet was
very
pleased." "If you were to tell me that
"
three of my top six defensemen would be gone
and we'd still win four of our last six games,
I'd have said you were crazy I The guys really
played well,"
The Bowdoin game was the last in a Colby
uniform for seniors Dan O'Halloran, Mar k
Kelley, Paul Quaranto, Dale Hewitt, Joe
Faulstich, and Don Bplduc, Ironically,, the
Bowdoin fans said it best with their sarcastic
chant in the waning moments, of Saturday's
garne, "Good—bye Colby. We hate to see you
go. ".
We really do.

peti tion, Mar y placed J 5th in , , the 200 yard
brea^tstrpkeiAyy - ' y . yA\y y':. -Ay . yy yy
A h«ia ltbyi Gretchw . iSpler ca pturec! 14th
Place in ' the qne-tnetor ahd was 5tH.iri the 3rneter diving events ,; "(jr etphep dove bettor
as the rneet progrq as^d,^ sajd cbaf fh pright,
"Sto start ^ ^
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So Thats

R ed Main

Lefty, Preteht iontf Lacties+ Sh€ ^

by Fran Mulhn
The five-day "One-Act Play Festival ,"
sponsored by Powder and Wig, is scheduled to
begin Wednesday, March 12. Six very short ,
very different , plays will be performed .and
directed by Colby students and presented in
Strider Theater.
Directors of the one-acts are required to
have both good acting skills and . some
technical experience.
Freshmen co-directors, Kathy O'Shea and
Mar Sirakides, work well together in directing
Moliere's The Pretentious Young Ladies.
Kathy says she has been acting "for a short
time" yet has had roles in high school
productions of The King and I, Oliver , and The
Sound of Music. She also played an urchin in
Colby's The Roar of the Greasepaint . The
Smell of the Crowd.
Choosing the play and then the actors,
Kathy said , was a "really difficult thing to
do." Her partner Mar, who designed the
lighting for Rosencrantz and Guildenstern
Are Dead, is handling the more technical
aspects of the production.

John Foster win be directing Waiting for
Lefty , a 50-minute play written by Cliff ord
Odets. The play deals with the struggle: of a
union that: must decide whether to strike or
not. John said he shose this one-act because it
is "short and simple," has lots of human interest, and "deals with a basic emotion."
A junior , John has had roles in seven Colby
shows. Last spring, he directed a one-act play
that he wrote himself.
Sham , by American author Frank G.
Tompkins, is a "social satire," says director
Clay Hutchison. "It's basically a comedy."
This one-act play is about $ distinguished
art thief who, while robbing a house in a rich
neighborhood, discovers that the family is
only pretending to be high-class.. Clay likes
the play because it isn't too long or complex , it
was written by an American, and it has only
four characters in the cast.
Besides directing Sham , Clay is publicizing
the oneracts. He also worked on publicity for
The Roar of the Greasepaint, The Smell of the
Crowd.

; The Zoo Story, by Edward <Who vs Afraid of
Virginia Wolf) Albee, is "a harrowing portrait
of' a young man alienated¦¦¦!from
(he human
_ •'. . • . ¦¦¦• - . , . ' ' • ..- ¦
,V: " :
race!" .'" v-"
The two characters^ who share a park bench
and a conversation about life, are played by
Jeff Johnson and Adam Bolonsky.
The underlying message of The, Zoo Story
intrigued director David Strage. This one-act
is the sophomore's first directing experience
at Colby. David has acted in "a handful of
Colby plays," and has had some experience
directing at Westminster School in England.
"London ," David adds proudly, "is definitely
the cultural center of the world.
Dave Worster is directing He, written by his
favorite playwrite, Eugene O'Neill. This oneact is about the people on a whaling ship in
1895. They are hunting for .whale oil
( pronounced "I'll" by the crew). Dave has
had acting roles in seven Colby productions,
including the most recent, Diary :¦, ot a
Scoundrel , and is the coordinator of the One,
ActPlay Festival.

Announcin g1

Series:
Women In Film
Documentaries, dramas and videotaped
lectures comprise a weekly series of films to
explore the Female Experience in America.
The sequence of films is a sensitive study of
social history and personal stories, including
such issues as media exploitation, women in
sports, and battered women. Some of the
films are tributes to female artists and activists, and others deal with the emotional
experiences involved with marriage, bearing
children and pursuing a career.
The films are shown in the A.V. room in
Miller Library every Thursday at 6:30 p.m.,
and the following Tuesday atl0:30a.m.
Thursday, March 13:
With Babies and Banners : The Story of the
Women's Emergency Brigade (1978)
Filmmakers : Ann Bohlen, Lyn Goldfarb , and
Lorraine Gray. 55 minutes.
Acclaimed as the best documentary of 1978,
this film documents the story of the women 's
Emergency Brigade and its role iri the victory
of the General Motors sit-down strike in Flint,
Michigan in 1937. Taking to the streets, the
picket-lines, and battling scabs and police, it
Was the wives, mot h ers , sisters, an d women
friends of the strikers who became the backbone of the strike.

Stu-A Present s

The Day the Earth Stood Still
The quality of science fiction these,days is
judged on which movie has the biggest budget
for special eff ects , t he most disgust ing
monsters , an d t he most soph ist icate d
spaceships. Their success depends on how
much they can shock and repulse their
audiences.
Films have come to rely on borrowing
themes and gimmicks from each other in an

Mark Medoff's Doing A Good One for the
Red ,Man is a comedy about an "uppermiddfeclass, WASP-type'' -couple who encounter a poverty striken Indian in the South¦ . ' • • " ; •.' '
west. :• '
.• . •
"
Sophomore Scott Sophos is very enthusiastic about directing this, his first play.
Scott has had much acting experience , with
roles in Under Milk wood, The Firebugs, and
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are Dead, tiyj
has done less real technical work. This oneact appealed to him because it has a threemember cast arid only one set.
"We've worked hard on this." Scott said ,
"but it's been really fun ."
Each one-act play is 30-45 minutes long.
Tickets will be sold for an "evening" and the
price will cover a set of three plays shown that
night.
The Zoo Story, Sham , and lie will be
presented Wednesday night, Friday night,
and Saturday afternoon. The other set will run
Thursday night, Saturday night , and Sunday
afternoon. Check signs posted around carnpus
for times.

Concert
"Music for Organ and Instruments from
1650 to 1950" is the program for the Vesper
Concert in Lorimer Chapel at 4 p.m. Sunday
afternoon. Featuring Elizabeth Sollenberger,
organist for Bowdoin College. . ,. . ' ¦¦.. ,

Poetry Conte st
Jud the Jesterstrikesa pose

Appearin g Toni ghts Mime xi J est

Randy Judkins is "Jud the Jester," a oneman show of mime; juggling and acrobatics.
His careful precision movements, combined
with humor , result in a brightly paced show

for all ages. .

Jiid performs tonight at 8 in Lorimer
Chapel, A splendid time is guaranteed for all.

Movies

ever-escalating race toward box office Nirvana. A few close encounters with these
clones is enough to make you wish you were
sucked up by a black hole.
In the midst of this invasion of the moneysnatchers, the chance to see a quality science
fiction film like The Day the Earth Stood Still
is a welcome relief, Unlike the present-day
sci-fi fare, this film doesn't insult your Intelligence,
Released in 1951, its philosophical
statements a bout t he natur e of man ki nd h ave
not been equalled until 2001 : A Space.Odyssey
appea red in 1967. •
Klaatu is a peaceful, urbane visitor from an
ultra-civilized planet which has been observ i ng t he .Earth, He lands his spaceship in
Washington , D.C, bear i ng a v i ta l warn ing f or
planet Earth . The reception he receives is a
vivid statement about how man reacts to
things he can't understand.
The Day the Earth Stood Still is a film about
real people in the real world, Its special effects are used for good reasons, not merely for
their own sake. Its sense of understatement
gives i t much of its power , and makes it one of
the most literate and intelligent science fiction films to ever have been made. Friday,
March?. 7:O0and9:30.

The Sunshine Boys , ;
Neil Simon is one of the most- successful
comedy ' playwrlters America . has over
produced, and it seemed natural that
Holly wood would capitalize on his success by
adopting his pioys for the screen/ •; ;;
::;
While most of these fiimB>oiilyi !partialIy

A $l,0fl0 grand prize will be awa rded in the
Poetry Competition sponsored by the World ofl
Poetry , a quarterly newsletter for poels. ¦ ¦-- /
Poems of all styles and on any subject are
eligible to compete for the grand prize or lor
49 other cash or merchandise awards.
Says contest director, Joseph Mellon. "We
are encouraging poetic talent of every kind ,
and expect our contest to .produce exciting
discoveries "
Rules and of ficial entry forms are available
from World of Poetry, 2431 Stockton Blvd.,
Dept, N, Sacramento; California 95817. '¦*«
¦ • ' i, ¦
.
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succeed • in capturing the essence of what
made the plays so funny, critics unanimously
agree that The Sunshine Hoys is a notable
exception to .that rule. It is a brilliant comedy
that won George Burns an Academy Award
and began a new career for him as a ¦movie
¦
¦
star.
.. ' ;¦; • " .¦;¦ .• . ', .. '• . \'.y . . ' , ' ,.^ r> .
Burns and Walter Matthau play the
members of a retired Vaudeville team who
have refused to speak to one another for the
past thirty years; Hired for ' a one-night
telev ision comebac k, they are forced to
suspend their feud tor the show but arc not
'
always successful;
While the film is hilariously funny as it
follows the partners' love-hate relationship, it
is also irrcsistabiy sentirnentai.
, Walter Matthau's! characterization of the
stubborn , out-ofrdate yaudevilllan trying to
make an acting career for himself in the midseventies is a perfect performance.
One of the funniest scenes is Matthau as a
pro-television entertainer auditioning for/ a
" Frum py's . Potato ; Chli»"' commercial, ifj)
refusal to accept modern standards of entertainment is as moving as it is hilarious.
The Suiwliinc Rayi is f' i ' touching and funny
film that should nol:be missed. Saturday,
at
.March fl, 7:00 and 9:30^ Sunday ZiflO,

•Review

Diary Qf A Scoundrel

li> Beck\ Peters
Ah , yes...luscious scandal, spicy gossip and
punchy satire. The ingredients,, .indeed, of
- .
Pure Enjoyment..
- Last weekend. Ostrovski's Diary of a
Scoundrel , a sparkling comedy of manners,
was performed in Strider Theatre, and the
end result was both enjoyment and
enlightenment. Diary 's well-seasoned cast
carried out the serious message of Ostrovski's
play with both zeal and finesse , and took full
advantage of Diary 's lighter side as well.
Hpiary of a Scoundrel's protagonist is
Glumov, the supreme deceiver. Glumov's
hypocrisy is forced upon him by the 'society in
which he lives. .Eking out a living in Moscow
as a social satirist and lampoonist, Glumov
comes to realize that truth is not the path to
success. He decides to deatin flattery and
dissembling instead , and from .this point on,
his career outlook improves a| a dazzling
rate.

/. _ " - .

¦

/• . '¦ ' . , ' ' ..

' • ' ;¦ ,

Glumoy,- however, :;is ^not enough of¦ '• ai
hypbcrite.vt'o lie to himself . Without realizing
why; he is ;compelled to record in a diary the
of ten savage truth about those around him in
society. The diary is both the cause of
Glumov's downfall in the play, and evidence
of his .triumph as a human being.
v$m the; end, Glumov forces his "friends " to
face-up to their .self-delusions , and to realize
that he, Glumov , has not, at least, been
; /,
hypocritical within. \
Diary 's society is composed of a medley of
hypocrites, predisposed to think highly of
anyone willing to pander to his or her particular idipsyncracy.
Glumov's uncle, the pompous and rich
Mamaev ^'l has endless, reams of what he
considers to be sound advice, and is nearly
desperate for an appreciative recipient. ; ;

the scoundrel and his, diary

Makingadvances. Clay Hutchison as Gloumov (right)^ approaches Mr. Korutitski, waiter Judge
Kroutitski, too, is filled with "sound" ideas
which no one seems to appreciate such as his
scheme to save Russia by perpetuating the
very aristocracy to which he not-socoincidentally belongs..'
Kleopatra , Mamaev's wife, needs constant
assurance that she -is young and attractive,
when in fact, she is neither; while Grodoulin
needs a speech-writer to maintain his own
image of himself as a man of clever perception.
Finally, there " is Madame Tourousina , a
religious neurotic, whose hypocrisy is, unconsciously revealed by Mashenka , her niece :
-l 'I want-.to sin, sin , sin and repent...just like
you, Auntie!"

The PEQUOD , Colby's literary magazine ,
is now accepting submissions from students
y and faculty for its' Spring 1980 editions. The
deadline for all submissions
in Monday,' April
¦¦ ' •
• •
7th.
^
. :' . ,:•/ ' . ¦' '
:• Short stories, poems, short, one-act plays,
•drawings , pen and ink sketches; Mack and
white photographs, calligraphy^ short music
;::• scores, renderings of 'set..designs; arid
"J costumes, and ' origami¦-/(' with :;folding ; instructions ) are all encouraged for submission.
• The editors would especially like to.encourage foreign students , with special talents
to submit their work; All stories, poems, etc,,
!i ;:
"must be typed in fina l form ;
/ ^
A collection envelope is/posted on the 2nd
,,, floor/ of Miller Library; in!; thei v English
' , < department. Oversized artwork 1 may be
y brought to Rob Lokody (Johnson 206) , or
; ! Robinybrks (Mary Low 280),;^:v;-v,:; ' ,/ ,'>..•
Apwvuj wwuu^MnJUutvt^^

The catastrophic moment in Diary of a
Scoundrel should, technically,: be when the
diary is uncovered and; Glumov receives his
come-uppance.. • For Glumov, however, the
diary 's uncovering is a moment 6f triumphic
revelation.
Glumov banishes himself from society
instead of the reverse case, deciding that the
companionship of self-hypocrites is not good
enough for honest fellows like himself: To add
to Gfumov 's victory , his acquaintances accept
that they are/,- indeed, self-deluded and that
Glumov, by comparison, "isn't such a bad
fellow afterall.' " The tables turn; and Glumov
wins the favor of those ,whose society he no
' Ay ,
longerwants;
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. Beyelations:Cathy Leonard, Esme McTighe, Laurelllle-SuesanneJacobs and Heidi Henderson
Photos by StevenM,~SmoInik

lipids

; "Citizen Kane", is somehow more ,,than a .expbriehced. Welles '; wrote,' directed ,/an d
^
movie, and Is /certainly^ more" than /what/ stars in thes filrri and with it achieved a/status
celluloid history which he washever able to
buffers ec^^
¦ in
fiilfllh/ ^s/jconsuriiate¦,' filmmaker, h owever ,
Orson Welles/tm^
Welles Is/rivaled '<; in; contemporary cinema
plot;/ theme/ ;!and expcrt/filn^
only by the likes qfV^
manner rafp ly W
Contemporary
/
" Citizen, Kane" Is a 'story of''idealism, obalmost completely 1absent from
produc^iohvV:/ y y;/:y . ¦' / '/ ./•;' /:/¦//;//.,/:, ;./ sessloh / ahd corruption. One can sit through
, filmhe
^j T fiihi; furihing at: the Railroa d Square ': I "The Wizard of Oz> / pr^GoneI AVith the Wind''
Cinema1March!6 through !9/ was/cpnsidered/ ( ;¦'a dozen t imes an d b e,charmed or enraptured
at every viewing, '{Gitizien Kane;'' however; is
f irst:^
/" raolical;w^pn
:a
' Obscurr'ed itslh^
compcllingi/cM^
as
{
;; 1
showing engulfs the viewer////v/ ;¦ i':^; ;v/v^
^
a fllm
film tb be j ^/Aclassii^
mqre, ;¦ ,//
nottb ba missed y yit-v >is'cbrtainly/a
'.'' ' ¦¦.';,i- ,V ,, 'i:'¦ ,iFv>Mi 'w ' 'f - 'i?ifr' ^
y - V$ iV-y ' ' ',y .f i^ Y, / >y ' 'i '' ''y yyii yy .

As Egor Glumov, Clay Hutchison managed
particularly well to adopt a fawning manner
of servility . The only true defect in Hutchison's performance was that his adept
conveyance of doting flattery was perhaps
carried too far, making Glumov's denunciation in the play 's end seem suspect.
The religious and superstitious Tourousina
was portrayed by Esme McTighe with an
excellent blend of vulnerability and absurd
comicality.
Brenda Bowen as Kleopatra made a
splendid "seductress" of the seemingly shy
Glumov ; and Miss Bowen deserves praise for
her presence of mind in theface of intractable
props.
Walter Judge was both candid and likeable
as the ultimately self-deluded, but occasionally honest old Kroutitski , who tells
Tourousina "If I were you, I would postpone
repenting until my looks started to go."
John Foster played Mr. Mamaev with an
apropos verbosity and self-importance.
Others whose performances were convincing and deserve mention include Rod
Marshall as Mr. Gorodoulin, Debbie Nelson as
Glumov's mother and Kathy Gallop as
Marshenka, Madame Tourousina 's niece.
Though Diary of a Scoundrel is set in
nineteenth-century Moscow, its themes are
timeless. The production's program notes
cynically that "With a few tiny changes the
story could unfold in modern Washington ."
Diary 's message seems to be that, though
pretense is wrong, it is, nonetheless,
necessary. As Kleopatra remarks during the
play, "If one's evil , one's a sinner; if one's
good, one's a fool!" Ostrovski's talent as a
playwright is demonstrated by his ability in
Diary of a Scoundrel to painlessly and almost
j oyously reach this pessimistic conclusion.

March 10 - 12. Northern /Lights, 1929,
directed by John Hanson and Rob Nilsson , Set
in rural North Dakota in 19.15, Northern Lights
is about a young farmer 's decision to become
an; organizer for the Non-partisan League, a
radlbal populist organization which/brought
farmers briefly to direct political power!
: Set In the snow-swept plains, tho farmer's
stru ggle to earn a decent living is seen in the
context of survival against the elements, the
business world and the frustration of maintaining loving personal relationships through
the: travail of winter harvest and political
;, , 't yyy y . Ay ¦ l ' 'Ay-A: yA'
struggle'., ,

This moving ;beautiful . film is a , small

mirac le, an independently-made movie that

has won prizes and hearts wherever it's been
shown. Area premiere,
Wednesday, March 12, Enter the Dragon,
19731, with Bruce Lee, John Saxon. Bruce Leo's
final screen appearance has TJeen acclaimed
by critics as the definitive film of the martial
arts genre, On a secret mission, Lee mu st
inflltrate the island fortress headquarters of a
drug and ,white slavery syndicate, Shows at¦ ¦7
. ,. . •,, -.¦ '. ,¦/ .¦ • •
&9:30/ / !
¦

Car eer Watch
TEACHER CORPS may be (he answer for
you. They are looking for people with Bachelor's degrees - who have no teaching experience. Programs are in low income areas
of the US. Puerto Rico, and the Island
territories . Applications are available in
Lovejoy 110.
MAINE.
The
Immigration .
and
Naturalization Service is actively recruiting
applicant s for border patrol positions.
Descriptions of duties and qualifications
required are available now.
FRIENDS OF WORLD TEACHING is an
agency seeking teachers for overseas schools.
Some schools do not require previous teaching
experience or certification. Many opportunities "available. Find out more in the
Career Planning Office.
DIRECTOR OF YOUNG PEOPLE - a
position available with a' Pennsylvania
Presbyterian Church. Information
¦ available
• ¦ in Loveiov llO.
Freshmen and sophomores thinking about
law school or a future law career should attend the law meeting on Wednesday, March
12th , at 6:00 p.m. in Lovejoy 106.
TEACHERS - the Durango, Colorado school
district is looking for teachers in Business,
Drama , Biology, Spanish-French , English
and other areas. Information on file in the
Career Planning Office.

Kecriiiters on Campus
Camp Naomi — Tuesday. March 11
New England Telephone — Wednesday
March 12. and Thursday; March 13
IBM - March 13Digital Equipment—Monday, March 17
TheComputer Center — Tuesday. March 18
»

Harvard Divinity School — Wednesday
March l9 '. / ' . ; -.'
THE FEDERAL SUMMER INTERN
PROGRAM is designed to provide-students
with sound entry-level positions in the federal
government. Colby participates in this
progra m and would like . to ' nominate two
candidates for each of the following positions.
If you are interested , pleases contact Pat
Hickson as soon as possible.
/
Procurement Analyst . -, General Services
Administration Researching of procurement
data and day-to-day application of that data.
Background needed in " business administration , /¦¦ marketing;
industrial
management, engineering, economics, accounting or direc tly related fields.
National Archives and Record Service Interns. ..will be involved Am preference,
arrangement, description and the preparation
of finding aids and microfilm publications
involving the holdings of the National
Archives. Must be History majors. ¦ . ' , ¦-" '
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; JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTERS all over
the X|S are looking for applicant s for their
'¦middle management" positions. A directory
of openings has just arrived . • ;
;/ :

CLINICAL AID POSITION v in Princeton .
NJ. Designed to help strengthen the applications of students who plan to attend
medical school. More information is available
"
inL ovejoy 110. :
: ,- ' .
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST ! - positions
available with the University of Nebraska 's
North Platte Experimental Station. The j ob
nnnouncement is available in the Career
Planning Office.
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ADMISSIONS - Tufts University is looking
for an Assistant Director of Admissions.

Women 's History

history , Bowdoin.
This event is in conjunction with Education
298. and part of the Women's Week
celobra tion. If further information is wanted ,
please ¦ contact ¦Marilyn Mayrinac, extension
' ;_ ,
' Ay : : ./ ;; ." : :': '
604. '
t
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Are you a compiilsive eater?Hopeless abo»/t
,
your
bodyTlf you are interested in a workshop
;whtTe you explore your feelings about food,
and new w^ys to change your behavior, you
have an/opportunity to join an eight-week "
workshop on compulsive eating. Please call
Jennifer Maire (526) or Marilyn Paul.
(

Tuesday, March 11, at 7 :30 p.m., in the - ,
yy [ [y[ ' i rliri ^j S^
Robinson Room, Miller Library, there will be
a panel discussion : "Women's History :
There will be a meeting/for all freshmen
Franco-American Women and Latinand
sophombres/who/are interested In Law
American Women" with , Madeline .Giguere,
School
and-or' law! careers on Wednesday,
professor of sociology, University of Southern , March 12 at 6:00 p!.m^ Marl; your calendars I
Maine and Kathy Waldron , professor of ', Further announcements will follow.

Coot

Are you 'interested in leading a Colby
Outdoor Orientation Trip ( COOT ) next fall
Pick up an application from Roberts Desk.
Applications are due" by Friday, March 21,
, 1980.
Anyone interested,in serving on the Stu-A

election committee please contact Scot

J/ ' /feT

^ -^ 'Zlp -jj_ :—«__

Hopel e^^

Stu-A

I See your travel agent or write Dept. #t'N
, ¦". •• . ' ,'• I Icelandair P.O. Box 105,' ' :. :
'
Hempstead,
West
NY 11552.
. Call in NYC, 757-8585; elsewhere , call 800-555-1212 for the,
I toll-free number in your areo,
Please send me; D An Icelandair flight timetable.
.,<
D Your European vacations brochure," ¦ )
¦
'
¦
,;, / ,
. Name , ;,
—'^-—; V
: ' , ' ' :,
¦> ¦—;—- ' ' .'
,
,
,
,,.,
,,.
.
i
l
I ' Add ress,,.;
—
¦
¦• - ¦ '" ¦'" ' ¦ , " • "'- ¦
¦¦
:;, -— ¦!'
" . '/ . , , : :
I City " '
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MUSEUM WORK - the Essex Institute in
Salom. Mass. has several postilions open.
They are excellent entry level positions in the
American fieId:-Findout more in Lovejoy 110.

BOOK .AND MAGAZINE .PUBLISHING
New York , University has. : ah: intensive
summer program in publishing. A good way
to get into the field. See Kathy in Lovejoy 110
' :¦, < '] ¦ v
lor more information . ¦ y

Roundtrlp
from Chicago
to Luxembourg

Confirmed reservations • free wine with dinner , cogn ac after •
no restrictions on stays to 1yr, or advance purchase. Prices valid
from U.S. from Marc h 10 thru May 14, 1980. All schedules and
prices subject to change and government approval. Purchase
tickets In the U.S.
\
'''// , . ,;/ ¦ • y y : ,•. . / ;' / ' ,

¦
fi "" ^ ' ' '

EA RTH SCIE NCE
MAJORS - Core Laboratories, an international petroleum resevpir engineering
and geological consulting firm is/looking lor
field geologists. Only a BA. required.
Descriptive materials are available in the
Career Planning Office.

NEW YORK STATE Department.of Civil
Service offers ; professional careers in
research services; Entry-leyel positions in the
areas of Economics, Statj stics. Bipstatistics,
program research, and "municipal research:
are included./^An examination tor these
lK)siti,ohs )¦ will be^ ; given pn March 29.
Applications are available now. ; ;:v > -

^^^^f am\mmmmmmmmmmmmmm^^^^ m^tmmmm%
^^^™^ '

No restrictions

j

G E OLOG Y N AND

Maple Heads • 60 trees are tapped and the
weather is warming so the sap is flowing. All
VtTEIKHa SEEKING DKf MKnoN ON VA I collectors should get out there and collect sap
PRI» TR6AWWNT f W COmCTfiHY j
'
'
and when 2 or more large containers get full ,
VA. OFFICE.
I|n '
t\g $M
call Jay Moody at 872-6077; Possible boiling
to the
day
this Sunday, March 9, so stay tuned
HHi^i^Vsl^si^ii^H
1
Maple Bulletin Board . Afield trip to a large
maple sugaring outfit in the planning - stay
tuned to Maple Bulletin Board . Think Spring.

B
P
l
i
l
BIG BIRD
> r - : ¦ :AMPA ,' ,- V . y - -A

RmpJoyment Standards Administration I'S Department of Labor Work with programs
designed to assure equal employment opportunity in federally-involved contract work .
Interns will work in the case ana lysis section .
Must bean economics or statistics major.
Federal interns must be in the upper onethird ol their graduating class'. If you arc
interested, please- see Pat Hickson immediatel y.

.. ;,„ ¦ ; ¦ "

ICELANDAIR £Z
•l\ \- Still your best value to Eur ope *

y r 9ii!Nim

Gradua t e from college

Get a job V
Get married
!
s
. : Start a family :'
/ 'y
]y
Get promote d •
a Retire at 65. >,-v.

Gradua t e from college

Join Peace Corps or VISTA
travel & experience
the ,
;
:woHd^ ^ '^ .v .y ' '!: ^- " " !. '!'' :: - - 1 - ' : ' / ;
etc ;
Get a job; get married,
!
Retlre/at 65/ !r /; ./ ! k;;; l^';!. ' /l

^ ¦/v/' ^T ^
Seniors sign ip ndw , for /interview s at
Plaoeirent Office r I ^jo^
views to! b^
General , :^forr nittion a^ilable ,:at;:. Sdoth: ,\;. . ,!:

¦
!^»pl3earts ' -,'tlnidj iari ^ _^wsucibii"|." >L9•. '-r * ¦;;.'-, . -i- '/'.' -^'^V. .' ./¦. ¦.,^-;-:- " -5 ;^ .f. *' " -,-:>V." ^'

Lehigh at ext. 576 or Becky Rogers at ext.295.
Help is needed on March 13, Election Day, for
help alt ballot stations and counting. Two hour
shifts from 10am to 6 pm are available; v

|;si|i|yi;|i

.' y.,A' '; y ; :

'\. 'A r 'A ^y ^ i y y ^yy / iy y ^y Ay'^ 'y¦ y.y.Ay \ }y .

y
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i
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¦
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Summer J obs
"Israel Summer 80," a series of four new
seminar programs for college students, will
be launched¦ j by Uie /B'nai B'rith / Hillel
Foundations-. this ' siimm^: The programs/
which will combine classroom learning, site
visits to economic, ' political, and social '•¦i nstitutions,;ami interviews with leadjhg opinion
makers and resource specialists, are being
planned by Hillel staff in cooperation, with
American and Israel . academicians. College
credit is available through the : Rockland
Center for International Studies of the State
; /'
University of New York.' "
. !
. Three month-long seminars will be housed
in Jerusalem; the fourth will be a 10-week
\wrk-study program on a kibbutz . The
Jerusalem seminars include "Sephardic
Culture and Community, " "Political Culture
and Ideology," and "Holocaust and
Redemption ." Pre-arid post-seminar tours of
the country are available for those who wish
to extend their stay in Israel. - .
Seminar enrollment is limited. Cost range
from $1,000 - $1,500. Students may earn up to
six credits for any of the Jerusalem seminars
and twelve ' credits for the kibbutz seminar.
For further information contact Professor
Harold Jacobson,- 112 Lovejoy, or Israel
Summer 80; B'nai' B'rith Hillel Foundations,
1640 Rhode Island Avenue, N.W., Washington!
D. C. 20036.

.-

SAILING - The Wadawanuch Yatch Club in
Stoningtbh,/. Conn, ' is looking for summer
sailing instructore. Dutiesinclude teaching all
levels and . administration of races. More,
information in Lovejoy 110.

..The Plymouth Bay Girl Scout Council i_i
Massachusetts is recruiting summer staff for
their camp in Plymouth. Interested students
can find,
more in the Career Planning
¦ ¦ out
'

Office: ¦ , '

'

EXPEDITION TRAINING INSTITUTE The training institute is a national field school
which combinesacademic field researchwith
expeditions: Students __ join university
professors on a wide variety of expeditions
ranging from wildlife ecology and mountaineering in East Africa, to marine biology
and scuba diving on a Caribbean reef. More
information on this unique program is
available in the Career Planning Office.

*

Camp Naomi will be recruiting on campus
March
11. Be sure to sign up for your inSUMMER WORK-STUDY POSITIONS - are terview.
available through a university of Southern
YELLOWSTONE - More job information
Maine .Upward Bound Program. They are
has
come in about positions in Yellowstone.
looking for teachers, dorm staff , and . acpositions are for working in the park's
These
tivities coordinators. If you are interested,
service
stations. If yon are interested, see
and eligible for Work-Study^ Funding, see the
Lovejoy 110for further information.
Kathy/in
Career Planning Off ice. .
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mSTE UKE?

't'he Expedition Training Institute, a-non- profit national field school for high school and
college students,, is . offering 21//research
expeditions in the. natural and environmental ;
sciences this summer.
Small groups of students are led by
university . professors, * experienced - outdoorsmen, and teachers.Projects usually last
from three to four.weeks and cost about $800.
Both , academic¦ credit and scholarships are
¦
: . : ; - ;;
available:
For more information ' and applicationforms, write to : the>Expedition . Training
Institute * P. O. Box K3, Beverly Farms, ;
Massachusetts 01915, or call (617)-922-0577.
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What makesit t lsegreatest? Theinside stor y!

If you smoke cigarettes,¦'"¦,
you taste like one; - """ >
''.. .' Your clothes and hair
can smell stale.and .
unpleasant, too;
Youdon't notice it, but
people close to you do.
Especially if they don 't
smoke.
And non-smokers
• are the best people to. ¦
. love. They live -: •' ;• ¦:
.. -, . .
longer. -

A big, toasted , five-inch sesame seed bun.
'
¦ '
Rresh , real bni onNv ! ,, ' ¦ .' .:. [ ¦ ' " [ '

1m farm fresh shces of ripe tomato.

i

Grib / Notes-^

AMERICAN
$
CANCER SOCIETY!*

I found a striped beige scarf Outside of D.U,
last weekend. Claimers should contact Lucy
at ext ss?. / ; , / !,: /. !' /; ' ':' ;r '!.? -!:/; :. .;

This space contributed by ihe ,- ?
publisher us a public service.
I

_J

;

I

HEADBAN D J UST WONT KEEP THE HAIR
OUT OF YOUR EYES ANYMORE??

.
j
C^^ fr

;
Four cru nchy slices of pickle/ \
/ 10Q% pure beef flame-broiled not fried.
Zesty catsup and real mayonnaise.
;

° ' ' ' ff^ y[ S<

p-^^ NEOT TIME YOU VISIT
\ MB

44 College Ave.

. [ •ffiSg. Water yilK

I
j

At

rfj E4ilOuarrcr s we will create the hairstyle

that enhances you and you r life style!
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113 Wain St. i WTVL .

For Xppt. - 873,1344
i
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Please presort coupon, lo cashier before ordering.
l
\ ^*iJ^M i'"" l ,'
Limit one per coupon per customer. Void where pro-
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Dave and Ann Palmer

COLBY "57" . ' ,' ,.

Letters to tlie Editor
Sexism And Frats
To the Editor:
I write this letter to shed some light on the
fraternity controversy. I transferred to Colby
in 1978 after spending my freshman year at a
large (12,000 undergrads) state university.
Fraternities were not a very.big:influence at
my old school. There were five frats (which
were required to have their houses offcampus ) with about 200-250 members.
Despite the weakness of the fraternity
system I found the same sexist attitudes
among a good percentage of. my fellow
students that I find here at Colby. I have come
to believe that men and women who learn
sexist attitudes do not suddenly discover these
attitudes at college; rather they learn them at
home from their parents and-or friends; Tlie
sexist men up here at Colby most likely were
the little boys with the big sign "Girls Keep
Out" on their clubhouse door, and they were
probably the same little boys who would never
let the girls play kickball with them at recess.
It seems tp me that abolishing the fraternities
will not suddenly open up communication
between the sexes, nor lead to a better
relationship between the men and women on
campus.
Fraternities cannot control your life unless
you let them. I don't think that sexism by
itself is more of a problem at Colby than
anywhere else, but the overwhelming desire
to conform at Colby makesit so.
When we graduate from Colby we are going
to enter into a world where chauvinistic attitudes are predominant. Instead of complaining about these attitudes, a more constructive solution might be (1) to learn how to
deal with them in a mature way, and (2) try to
avoid teaching them to others. .
As to the claim that fraternitiesencourage
heavy drinking and vandalism, I found both
these problems occuring much to the same
degree at my Old school. Instead of the Friday
or Saturday night party at KDR or DKE,
people would just go out and buy kegs and
have parties in their houses, apartments, or
suites. The lack of a fraternity-backedsocial
structure did not encourage ' anyone to be
imaginative or creative in planning a party,
it just led to different locations, but with the
,, '" -// : ' //i/, '
same results. .
I envy the men their opportunity to live
together as a tightly-knit group/ But rather
than abolishing the fraternities it might be
more equitable to provide such Hying
arrangements for other groups that' desire
;:' ¦:. a; >./ .;
them.Before making any decisions In this area I
would caution Colby students,/ faculty, and
admin istration to look more closely at th e
relationship between cause and effect.
Sara Robinson i

¦

- *¦ Poop er Scoojp er

Dean Samuels:

If you are to take the liberty to allow your
dog into Key es on'a "Saturday night, please
¦ ¦¦
clean up after him.
: ' ¦[ ¦ ¦
;
v
Thank-you,
^
Colby College poopcr-scooper committee

Individuals
¦

¦
To the Editor:
'
"¦ Rachel Lavengood has written the Letter to
the Editor I've wa i ted f or i However , before I
respond to her letter dlrectly^allow me to
relate a personal experience which I think Is
relevant to the issue of frat men , / // ¦•/
Last year someone close to me announced
his decision to pledge'Lambda Chi fraternity.
Well, no one had to.tell mo what that meant! I
knew enough about the LCA stereotype to
¦
'
'
' ¦
'
¦'

A

, , .

'

¦

, .

'.

,

' ¦
. . :;- ' . ,' .' ' ¦ V '" ' .A. I
•

'

¦ ' ¦' :¦ ' ; . ' ¦"' • ''

' ' . ' ¦' , ' '

realize what,changes would, take place inlhis
person. I had several .'serious'' talks with
people about the difficulties that I knew our
relationship would encounter after , my, beau
:: a . A' '
becamea "Chopper.'1- ;
'
He was initiated. I waited and watched! He
still looked the same. He still talked the same.
He still treated me the same. He was. the
same.
As any thoughtful person should realize,,it
takes more than initiation to a fraternity to
'
change a person.
! r
Rachel, you described a sense-1, of
"separateness" that developed when those
men became FRAT men. It seems to me that
that* sense existed before they became
pledges. They were"the guys on the T." You
were ",a person on the main hall" •(I assume).
Weren't the acts of nudity "that those men
engaged in after becoming frat members the
same sort of "thrilling" acts they had performed <only>in smaller numbers)" when you
regarded them , "fondly'^ Were the ''functions" that the females were supposed to
perform really imposed by the frat men or by
the females themselves Did anyone ever tell
you that you were supposed to "feel suicidal"
if you weren't/invited to a frat Christmas
¦¦ ;./ '
party r
/
Maybe you missed the point of your own
letter, Rachel. You wrote, "That changed. At
least for, me it d i d-I think the changes you
thought occurred existed in your mind
because you expected them to occur. You're
certainly not alone in this.problem. Many
people expect a certain type of behavior from
fra t men. Maybe frat men-have even come to
expect that behavior of themselves. No one
should allow such a steel-clad stereotype as
that to exist in one's mind. Frat men are individuals, if we allow them to be. The next
time you notice changes in a male's behavior,
look beyond his fraternity fOr the causes.

well students in Prof .'sX's first-year class do
in the second-year course,. seeing/how many
students decide to become 'majors, ¦judging
the quality of texts assigned, monitoring how
well y students"/¦¦ do/ on / standardized
examinations, ahd listening to student gossip.
All these methods'help to fill
put a picture, but
all are imperfect:^ ' y ""y¦ : '^y - y yy-'-: - ' y y y
' Student evaluations are another such imperfect device, but they do:) have one advantage: they/ are a direct meiasure of an
instructor's day-to-day impact on students.
Not even a class visit, by another : faculty
member can be comparable, since only the
students are there every day.
c /
It is important, however, to know the scope
of student evaluations and what their best use
is. Students may or may not be able to judg e
the quality of the material being learned; but
they are certainly better ^able than anyone
else to judge how well the material is being
communicated. An instructor may? be very
bright; may have published a great deal, may
have chosen a terrific syllabus - all of which
can be judgeel by faculty colleagues- but if he
or she is riot able to communicate;effectively
with students, how can we say thatpersbn is a
good teacher. For teaching, it is not what we
are thatcpunts, but how we come across, v ;
Student " evaluations do Vnot measure
popularity, but respect. A certain economics
professor at the; University Of Colorado -uses
the most difficult principles textbook, delivers
the most thorough lectures, and gives among
the lowest grades of any member of the
department. He also gets the highest course
evaluations. Personality and ability to entertain do have something to dp with his
ratings - he uses them
as effective teaching
¦¦ ¦¦
•: ' '"• ¦¦- '
devices.
•' "'¦• " • ¦""' -•' ¦..'
It is not surprising that required courses get
lower ratings than electives. Required
courses are more difficult : to teach/ since
motivating students is a more important part
of the process. Why that fact should be tak4n
as a criticism¦ of course evaluations¦¦ is not
Ay- '.. •/> , . •' „ .
clearat all. . •- ' • ' yy Student evaluations can also show an instructor how to improve. I have receivied
some surprise results in my own evaluations
in areas where I had thought my talents were
superb, students thought I had done poorly,
and vice-versa; Sometimes it hurts to! see
ourselves as others see us/ biit it may help us
' -A ' y . y y 'y ' y yy ' A y V A
in the long run. '.a- 'y y y'
We praise Colby students for being smart
enough to recognize a good college when they
see one; let's n ot contra dict ourselves when
they show they can recognizea good teacher.

"trying to follow the decisions made by ;a
laculty-elected body." il , do object to the
hypocrisy of this sort of reasoning.
I might add that I am part of that committee and we have not "made positive
guidelines about where there was doubt." If
the president is "shattered" by the disaster of
not granting a woman tenure, the disaster is
of his own making and he should not try to
pass it off as the committee's.
Sincerely,
Harold Pestana
<ak
President A.A.U.P.
Member, Committee on Promotions ancr
Tenure
To the Editor:

J uvenile

I never thought that I would write a letter to
the editor of the Colby ECHO. Well, here it is!
" First, what kind ofnewspaper is the ECHO
I believe the answer is
becoming^
unquestionably - JUVENILE. Every week
when' I pick up the • ECHO, all I see is individuals trying to cut each other up. Is-that
the purpose of'a college newspaper 'Let us
see who we can attack with our poisoned pens
this week/ How petty.'
And all of this seems to be coming from theffe
word "MINORITY" that I keep hearing lately*
on this campus. This word is only causing
dissension. Shouldn't we all think of ourselves
as human beings first, sharing the same
wants and desires in life? We should nbt
destroy the common bond that God gave" us".
We should not become little groups trying to
strangle each other.
What should we dd2 One, we should become
more actively aware of the "minorities" on
campus and try to synthesize this new
knowledge into our world view. We haven't
started this yet; There are courses on racial
Sincerely,
arid women's consciousness, but: how many
Mimi Pratt
actually take advantage of them '.'' How many
males have taken a women's studies course;^
i 'No Axe . ,
^,
and how many^^ "non-Black"/students havev
fo tho Editor:
'
¦
[
'A¦
"
course
y
y
'
:y yA- ^ ,
?taken aiBiack h^erature
Surprisingly ,; with these^ cbursesyou learh/a •
In a letter which I , wrote to last week's
great deal about yourself. Last week ,' I saw
ECHO, the following words were printed: "I
The River Niger in/ I^Vejoy/ TOctc was no '
have a particular axe to grind against the
admission / charged , / but ?:the/ turnout was /
fraternity system."Thisjis the exact opposite
terrible. There were only 'three nori-Black
of what I actually wrote/VI have no particular
stuiderits/(counting myselfl-there/^his shows
axe to grind against the fraterni ty system
you how active the/ Colby commuhuy'is, in/
;
:
' .
learning about their world. If we do hot un,'• "
Sincerely/ ' -/,:. ;/ :Z' .
derstand
these other groups how carl we
David Condon '82
:¦ '• ¦' . * ] ,: ' A y .A.
comment
on
them I •
,:;
Evaluat ions
/ :Wh0h we leave Colby and search for a job,
ScottGassler :// :,^ / ;"/ :, / ':' - ':A' ' ¦¦/ /
equally for. tjie job /
•
shouldn't we all be judged
Tothe Editor:
'
¦l[y [:y.. y <y P eieM
buld ypiii ever want to know :that 'yoii'' got "a
^
Prof. Filosof's tira de on student eva luat ions To the Editor:
s\ ?. yy<\ y -\y Ay y y ^. 'y - job because you!were part of a minority groupV
should not be taken as the final word on the
; I^hbpe nbt^fBut , of course/;we have in^ /
like!;biane/ Skowfiib^who/suddenly
dividuals:
subject, no matter how many journa l articles
no registrat i on ' \-yA- y- : }-*}- .\'- 'a
Ms;;
beconw
iSko
v
he cites, My own view/differs diametrically
'A- :' '- '/¦•V // - .., : v''/ !/ ;/
no draft, 'y - [ '
:
down
for
tenure.
misusing
ffie
¦¦
She/is
wpmen
from his, perhaps because I was a student ¦¦'.no ' cold .war :. :.; :.
, - .' -/ ' ' '
'^
"
¦
;.;¦;,»
'
when the evaluations were institued. !In any
:, no war¦: ,.. ' > • '¦_ : .¦' . . .> . ¦¦-,; , ,¦., ', ,¦;• ; .;.•.¦:. •¦;.•. ' .' : - •¦ , .;' ' .movement for her own purposes.•'//' //; yy . . ; ¦, /
by. "
w:!And/;did^ypu/ !nptice/':;tbe^
event , my;opposition^io.,' him is / hot • self iiris
serving, as an exam inat ion of m y own, PEACE;/ . ' ••!.:. ' ' ' ¦: •. ' ¦:';•'¦'' ¦ > ¦ ¦¦.' ¦/ '¦ ( };V/ ;. •> ;¦¦ . : ', :!: President Co^tcr^atiJane/Ekiund
/
'
¦ ,y\ tier article last weck^ Perhaps it was stated
evaluations as a first-year instructor will
'
'
'
.
y
A
y
y
.yy
Ay
ACCORD/
.yshow. ¦ ' •///. ¦ ': , . ¦¦; . ¦:',!"!:: '¦• , /,/ : * . , ' , .! ¦ ¦ ¦¦",; iV, -!; | (Alliance of Concerned Citizens Opposed to out of/!pontexti/but ~/''Nothing vvbuld have \
Student evaluations should be seen as only Registration and the Draft ) ¦';.- ¦ivy yy :: : made me happier than if ttiey;( the mih^rities); /
/ ¦iiat b'ooiniVin tt]h)eV!fiye/,' phicl ' if!!toe:!t^;/deniecl "y
one of several devices for measuring faculty
ilv
:
.;
y
performance. Most colleges and universities
bebn white male Prbtestarita.'1 '
teriure/
b/ad/
cla i m to hi re and promote facu l ty on t h e basis /: //^/ :v ^ : ; ¦
Isn't this reversed,bigbtry7 w^
of teaching, research , and service (to the TV)'thc !Editor,;.;;'; '' /' ¦/• ;!¦•;' , :[ ' y A yy yA: l 'A;yA: --r: : we iiye in/We;seem to
^ all ^o are doing is
community ) , though the weights, a ssigned to
<]uestiph of miriprities that
/ With regard to
each category vary, widely. Clearly, student
mud at each other ;/ ^ , ; /¦;
aimlesslythrowing
'
,
' ' "¦¦
^s '
- ' ' - \' ' \: : ;lV• '• .,« ™ :l ' . ,:¦^^^.^ ,:; 'V ,,!^ :.¦yV ; l¦^.s ':^¦}.:•;¦0^;:; ¦^•^v.' :i ; •
. '. '
1
article
iri last week'
evaluations apply only to the first category.
p^r , I wish to say the ' , 'Ts ',
follow ing/ [The/president's, stat^
; Teaching includes hot just clj iss lecturesPcterllmn^^^
trying
;tip/.fdiloiw ' the !^c!cisibn&; niad6¦¦ bjK the
but also choice of.ma^
'facuityrelected' body,;.'!¦!';: promotes!V a ¦/com r 'y
conduct of/off ice-hours, ahd a hra
l
activities. Teaching effectiveness isnf epurse
p)etcjy/false/iiria^^^
jBj^ing^;
T^^
/i,-;!:^difficult, .if hot ultimately/ impossible^ to to fbllbjw/tlie ^deciisi^
'A > £y y y^
A^yy A
yAy: < ^^
^
measure precisely, butlt:is therefore wise, to committee/bo Iri fact overturned the decision
Rachel Lavengood is the nads.'i ¦;' ¦;'• a y yp\ iyy
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Hopefully for a lim ited engagement!

Not Soon Enough

To the Editor and Colby Community :

Congratulations and thank you' Jane. It's
about time the ECHO became a paper for the
women on campus as well as the men. The
recent articles- concerning some current
women's issues, such as women in the
military and acquaintance rape, are admirable attempts to educate the oblivious
Colby males ( and I'm afraid some females) to
Jhe unacceptable facts of life.
™ Letters like Scot Lehigh's of Feb. 29
ignorance
and
demonstrate
the
narrowmindedness of too many Colby
students. Lehigh's list of "liberal credentials"
which are supposed to protect him from being
labeled a chauvinist include such
magnanimous confessions as singing the
revised/ version of "Hail Colby Hail" and
calling Colby's mailman, Roger Qrmsby,
personperson. ;//;¦..' ¦' /¦; ' . >/;, . /•,/' -;- .,._ ;-;,,;,
These kjnd of sarcastic comments debase
serious feminist issues . and demonstrate a
lack of comprehension. This;is precisely why
we need more articles like the ones appearing
in me, last few echo's under, the editorship of ;
Jane Eklund. The ECHO has a lot of catching
rfsp to,do in;reporting feminist issues and it's
about time we got front page space. ,
(
Lehigh, we've been eating shit for over two
thousand years and we. don't .tnink sawdust is
¦
¦
. quite as bad. ,;/. .
. :¦¦¦ ¦. ¦_ " ¦\y :> y y :./ ,-:/' ;>
David Strage's letter on the demise of his
prep school; Westminster, since admitting
women is so nonsensical as to not merit
comment except for his lasUjuestion. "...how
long will it be before the United States elects a
soon
female/ ¦'president?"/ Gjod/ knows ; not
y. .y ., . A y y y' ¦¦ !,/ ,. ' ';,.,. ¦ ' . . .- , , , -,.
enough.-;,
KatieDunn
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To tlio Editor: !

. Rag, rag, rag. bitch , moan rag, rag, rag,
^ rag, rag. iriT
complain. ;bitch, rag, ,rag, /rag,
suit, bitch,:fag; ; nag/j agi, whine/ whimper ,
rag; rag, i-ag^bitch j cry/groa n, rag, fag, rag,
gnpe, hoy/l,,rag. rag^ rsjg, weep;|?ob/ cry, fag,
bitch,
rag. rag/ gfufnple, rag/ rag! complain,
Why doesn't
rag/^g:
fag,
fag,
rag.
ag,
r.ag,f
anyoheeyer.wpte/apleasant/ed\j ;pfiaF •: ,; ' Ay
Sincerely.^.;,!!!;/¦• ,/// '' ' ." „. '';/' / '',,',.' •' ' ;//:!.!/v ,

m/h. v. !!' !; ..!' .// - :-[[y '- yyy ir yyy iy yy y.y,

. :' :/!/1!!!!!!'!'/ : !/;//.;!B
To
the Editor:
<<
' ¦¦

:,,

< :•'' .:.v; \;y. .K > y y - .> ' -y^:y yy <^y ' ¦y y y '_y y ^y , \i:n
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Last week'there wasari article in toe ECHO
which I wouid like to analyze frpm/a ratlonal
point of ' View; W6^
•nuch 'bhlmpbftarit;^
'an/institution/- which
/ bills ' itself as- one / of ;
"
Higher leafnihg^!wpmen i are' deprived of
- ' .confrtout
irig^eni^^
¦¦ .'"¦,: it Is a fact indeed / that:Women/at Colby,
although ' t h ey const itute h a lf of t hi s cam pus ,
have^almbst; a'/nbii-exlste
ahy aspect of our oanipus
¦ life be it academic
or non-acadenriic/ It is disappointing to see
only one female representatlye in Stu-A and
only one female class pfesiderit in the whole
Colby society. For.an! Instltutibn tiwt wished
to pfomote equallty regaftliessof sex; race of
religious belief , they arc/miserably failing in
the first aspect ( riot-to mehtlbn
in the other
te two).
Of course the ne^spapjef this day belrig
very feminist uv'aii ite.articles;,Women have
Cifeen so deprived of breathing room to let their
volcobe/h/eafdl 1
'^
'impressive females who^^
ideas that could d©f,ihitlyoIy contribute to the
j improvement' of the social scofio on/enimpus;
But most of thenii bavei receivedthe same cold

^.
''

shoulder when they tried to expose their
' ,
views. Why is this happenning-.
' To begin, we have to look at the classic
structure of this campus and how women fit
that scene. Many women when coming to
Colby as freshmen are immediately exposed
to the supposedly rewarding environment of
smokers and fraf parties. Many of them are
oriented by girls aready here who advise
them that one way to get through this kind of
social event is to become actively involved in
them (i.e. go to parties and drink with the
guys).
Unfortunately , by engaging in these games,
they become part of the fraternities 'meat
file.' We cannot blame men . for this kind of
actual situation.
- "
That is the Colby scene for women and here
lies the whole problem. This is the sole activity in . which women can activley engage
without being'criticized,. Why' Because most
meri think: that most women are air-heads.
Fortunately, ibis :scene,; will soon start to
disappear^ In the last couple of-years we have
seen.more participation ( even though it is not
very noticeable):by Colby women towards the
whole society, /rather/than to the social one
exclusively (i:e. frat parties);
It is a signjof relief to see women engaging
in activities, such as working.and directing
communication media like the ECHO. If .they
become a littlej sectarian. with respect to what
articles they want to publish itis.because they
have realized "that the: situation, of women at
Colby is a criticaljpne and they won't take
crap from anybody, and thatthey will let their
voice be heard. .
Therefore, it is the obligation of any
responsible person who is aware of this social
conflict: to endorse any feminine enterprise
towards the improvement of ; this situation.
Fm-sure that the/day..that one man elects a
conipanion for the rest of his.life, he would
like one that could, advise him and motivate
him towards improving himself as a person,.,
and not one who will get drunk with him once
in a while;{ y y \ y .-yy:i ;- : ^y- ¦y . ;,y^; :y- ¦
Consequently, we have; to: start developing
this sense of equity and respect herein college
and allow women to express, thengselyes as
freely as, ! men : so, they, can also develop
themselves while helping improve the social
environment at. Colby. After. all, they'll beable to give us a hand in the. front if me
- yiA
situation arises.
¦ • v-> ' =. ^v- , v : ¦M -^ 'y
»"
':'Sihcerelyyours; /
;
Jose Sprrentind "! / " //// ' ", '/"" ,'. ;!//,;!!¦, -!

Enemies Within
To the Editor :
I would first like to acknowledge Rachel
Lavengood's letter in last week's ECHO as
one of the most biting and: witty commentaries':¦/that /I have read on> the institutionalized oppression /of women in the
fra tefnity system, an d second; '. to marvel at
the idiotic attitude of assumed superiority of
males as expressed by 1 t h e anonymo us
fraternity officer cited in David Silk's letter , I
wou ld also like to toss some cha ff of my own
intoi hes!J»r^
I Ij ike many, males of my generation, I was
brought up to open car doors for women, help
them with thoir coats; stand when they enercd the roprni; never to Hit them, even if they
hi t' fifst^pay f of!the; movie — the whole bit.
Myself and my brothers were going to grow
'upvtb work and support a/family
would get married and stay horric to raise one.
She leaf tied ;i U)/cook/arid^sew^ 'wie! learned
carpentry arid how tp\yptk/apo\ver mower./
;!!!ln :thp/)ast few!years; I've/learned that ';i'fc|s
'ricllculpus/tp assume!tbatiwomen need 'help
with doora,! coats; arid bills/ and/tha t febirig
ttblo to perform traditional fornnletasks such
as cooking arid isewlng is nothiiigfof fnon to be

w^
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THE ULTIMATE IN DISASTER FILMS

1

THE TOWE RING
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EGO V^^ffe^ .

Trustee Productions Inc.
Directed by Robert Anthony
Doug Archibald
and Don Koons —
Executive Producers
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William Cotter as the President
Paul Jenson as the Vice-President
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Billy Cotter Jr. as the new engineer
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Faculty
cringe
for alms and get
A cast of hundreds as the EPC,
9, 10, 11, 12, 13 and even 15 lashes! .
the FCPP and other servants
SEE!
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PROCEDURES BY
j
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The
absolute
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Sna p decisions set back
ilitra-college relations 20 years!

'

Complete destruction of a college
that took over 150 years to build!

/- ;£

REVIEWS ;

Echo
K.Shditering...it 's a disaster... " Colby
Re
13"
x Reed
-blithe i*st deserve atle^st a
ON THE SAME feILL

A l l A T I ¦;. ¦
-. •niieU
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"In Colby no one can hear
, . ..
you scream..."

. Hoy/ever, you should remember, women,
that many of the men you know were brought
lip under the myth, either implicitor explicit,
that women are inherently inferior . There
are, of course, physical distinctions between
the sexes, but they are pretty much balanced
off , and only matter in .certain specific instances anyhow; In order to realize this, I've
had to ,unlearn what I spent the first 16or so of
my 21 yea rs learning.
When women began asserting their
equality, many/men felt threatened. This isn 't
news to most people, btit it's important to
realize that/equality is hard on men, too. No
longer are' we expectedto open doors, pay for
the movie, and support entire families. This
new-found freedom has come as something of
a 'shock, arid we haven't yet learned to handle

^
^

"Not for the squeamish!Not for the untenured!
Not for anyone over 65!" Catholic Digest
Starring Wuliam Cotter
as the incredible adversary .

that hatche d from a succesful

candidate !

"Frightening"
act meek and submissive reinforce sexist
stereotypes.
.
Women, look for the enemies from within
before you condemn men for acting as they
arc so often encouraged to act. If you want
equality, assert it. Nobody will be able to stop
you if you persist, because equality is a basic
human right, even though it is now far from
realization . We!U all have an easier time of it,
though, if feminist women stop viewing all
men as adversaries.
Sincerely,
BruceA.Martel

¦
' '/ ¦ 'y :Ap ol&gyt ' >- . ¦ ' : ¦¦ '

To the Editor:

I apologize. I was wrong in assuming tha t
In social situations , the burden of taking, 'Whi t Symmes and Dave Silk had attacked
initiative still seems to rest primarily on men. f ra tern it ies w hen t hey wrote , " As i t stan ds,
Although w'omeri have ; become . / more the fraternity system is detrimental to 'the
aggressive arid assertive, the infatrioiis, "firsO growth and prosperity of the Colby commpve'/is still the responsibility of the man. mun ity , " and when they suggested!' that
Perhaps !women have discovered that it's " houses sh oul d be turne d over to t he genera l
easier to say "no" tha n It is to hear it. student body."
Welcoriietothe club.
It seem s t h at I misun derstoo d the ir
If I haven 't been fa i r , neither have women proposal to establish co-ed houses, an idea of
who state eategorically that rneri regard some merit. Somehow I misconstrued their
wofneri as inferior, K isn't always, or eyen intent arid thought they wanted to take over
very oif tori trite, and it puts riieri on the private properly,- i.e., the existing houses, and
deforisiyc. We're all corifroriting centuries of then deny people the right to-live in all-male
ingrained attitudes which are adhered to by .houses. Several letter writers have cleared up
justas many woriiehasmen. / ! ;
my confusion ; it seems that I made
¦ ' a fool of
¦
An attitude I've found lacking/iri current myself.;/- ,
: , . ' , . •; i V ;
feminism is that we're all in this together.
¦ ( .,
Instead.Ifirid myself cpntinualiy corifrbrited Paul E. Cote ':•
for opinions which t don't hold. Women who Catholic Chaplain

o-

Has there been too much talk about women at
Colby lately? Here are the
facts
half of of
Golby
17:percent
onl
students are women^et y
: th^j
faculty are women. Few women titilc! high-lev^l
administrative positions. Few departrri^s off^
courses in women's studies; few professors show
.
concern for women's issues m their classes.
And more important than facts is a basic
phenomenon of Colby life: the lack of conscious
consideration concerning the
of
both
^
personal
relationships between the sexes^
and on a larger, institutional basis.
Women at Colby have been largely ignored in
the past. Unless the college community makes a
Hol inor»bfici £»ffnvf fr\ frrimcremrl cits-ranr\m£»c fVimz
will only be perpetuated. Women have achieved
equality neither in terms of female professors and
administrators, nor in terms ol concern for
women's issues in our curriculum. Relationships
at Colby are defined by, and confined to, sex roles;
Until a new ideology is developed, these facts Ml
never change. There can never be enough talk
about women. Women are not side issues; the first
step towards rectifying inequalities is to realize
that.
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1>\ ,Pat Chasse
Have you ever thought about going on one ot
those Maine windjammer adventures that the
schooners ol Camden and Rockland are so
famous lor "-. For about $200 a week you can
heave away and swab, meet new people , see
new , places (barring foggy stretches) , and
generally- experience something that will
leave you changed. Many passengers dpn r t
know exactly how they've changed , or what
speciiic aspects of the trip brought this about:
but they know that a mark of sorts has been
made upon their lives and most thmk it a good
one.
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keep the remaining furniture in the building.
I was puzzled to learn, that students had "no
idea " where the furniture could have gone , and at the .end of the-yea r was surprised to
recover ., most of the missing pieces from
fraternities and dorm rooms.
/ *
Since that time, administration of Roberts
has turned into an increasing ordeal of secure/ _
- and-re'pair operations - with less and less timef
available lor helping to arrange those ac^ .
tivities that everyone says Colby needs so
badly The two most recent examples of the
depth and scope of the problem - the theft of a
major piece on exhibit ir Roberts Gallery

"... urgent student action is needed.''
The people who preler the Carribbea n
Cruise scene, with its glitter, iiand-and-foot
service , and continuous parties , think the
schooner trekkers are nuts to pay for the

during Jan Plan , and the extensive damage
and arson which occurred in the ground floor
men's room in February - jarred me to conclude that until the students themselves are

privilege ot working and sweating and
shivering on a creaky old-fashioned sailing
ship, without even so much as a steward or a
social director. The "cruisers ," however,
seldom have any great persona l changes to
report alter their trips.
In a way, Colby is a sort of windjammer:
offering four-year ' 'excursions" for, working
passengers. A liberal arts education , like a
sailing ship, may be thought "old-fashioned"
because it harks from . a much earlier era ; but
its durability as a concept over hundreds of
years testifies to unfailing attributes. Some
passengers, unable to decide on a destination ,
take a trial run , only to jump ship - or be put
off - at the next, port. Even Colby 's symbol ,
the sloop "Hero" weathervane, ties in with a
maritime metaphor.
My main goal here, however, is not to play
cruise director , but to get everyone at Colby - .
the Captain , Mates, crew, and especially the

willing to make a personal, individual commitment to''' making Colby a safer , better
place , all the locks, guards, fines, rewards,
and money that is offered to "fix it and forget
it" will not make a shred of difference.
The good ship Colby is taking on water and
urgent student action is needed: first , we«„ '
need to all pitch in and bail like hell ( insteadL
of the usual few bailing, and the usual many
watching - or making holes) to reverse the • (
grip "that a few "terrorists" have on this
campus, and then , once we get pretty well
patched up, help keep the sailing smooth so
that the limited student and staff energies we
have can be -put to more efficient , constructive use.
I realize that only a comparative "handfull" "of students are involved in the damage,
and racism , and harassment, but there are '
many more who condone such outrageous J

"...to reverse the grip a few 'terrorists'
have on this campus... "
-

= picture and
passengers - to consider a bigger
see what can be done to make tho trip as
plcasa nt and productive as possible. , ,
We need to address the problem of Colby's
community before wo can address the Colby
community 's problems. I can see from the
problems we have with Roberts Union thpt
several prevalent attitudes - and misconceptions - tend to undermine all . efforts to
improve Colby life, The Roberts problem is
basically this: when the renovated Roborls
re-opened three years ago , everyone was
excited , because, it meant ' wc could begin
building the kind of activities program that '
Colby deserves', and has ', lhb, students to
support. Since it ia my firm conviction that a i
Campus Center should- be. nst accessibl e "as
possible , the entire facility ,was/ opcncd for
use, Within-one week, h owever , nearly, onethird of the now furniture ,disappeared, from ,
the second floor lounges, an d tho ropms had to
be restricted to "reservation only " events lo

, j
*
acts against fellow students by their laughter _-

or their silence, Until most; Colby students " . •
feel comfortable challenging a ' friend or ' i
.
fellow student,when such a deed is witnessed
j
or boasted of , none of us, is safe. If the enfore'ement'of the values and behaviora l codes
i
of this community is shunned by the students ,
of
<
and left, entirely t° the limited devices
ad m i n istrators or secur ity guar ds, can we '
expect Colby lo .be "any thi ng mor e th an a
,
' , "bunch of buildings. y
Perha ps President Roberts said it bost at * •
Colby's Centennial: "A college cannot live by , '
;
money, a lone, (ni l,-Ladies and Gentlemen, a
college lives by ,lovc and hopq and faith.- The < .
greatness of a college Is not'In its.en dowmcnt ,
or in its buildings ; It is in its aspirations and ' a I
ideals." ¦.So, .avast mates,' and give some
!
!
thought to how you can make Colby the kind of >
placo il flhould'bo:/through your own act ions
as well us what you* expect of others/' 1 Fair } '
winds and smoot h sens!- ', l';i ~ *< ia 4 < <s * ' !

-\ ,

iF^om West Germany

:
^¦Mf. B^teSM .;^fe€:biaWar
by Raoul Jones
equally political enemies. This "brotherhood"
allows' any East German wishing to relocate
in West Germany ( provided he canescape ) to
do so without hindrance from the West German government. The East Germans,
however, are firmly entrenched in the Soviet
camp, arid although the chances of a direct
attack are unlikely, sharing a common border
with the Warsaw Pact does not relieve any
tension among the West Germans. Fur-;
thermore, the city of West Berlin lies smack
in the middle of East Germany, and is
especially vulnerable to harrassment from
the East as in 1949, 1959, and 1961. Finally, the
West Germans are keenly aware of the Soviet
capability- to export a revolution through
military hardware as in Hungary in 1956,
Czechoslovakia in 1968, and now in
v \.
Afghanistan.
Germany, faces a tough decision: does the
national interest dictate trade sanctions or an
Olympic boycott against the Soviet Union, or
instead the pursuance of detente 'y „For
Americans to expect the Germans to back
sanctions innequivocally is shortsighted.
America's vast natural resources ease the
burden : «jf such sanctions • . considerably,
whereas me Germans would pay a much
heavier price. German Bundes chancellor
Helmut Schmidt has been preaching
moderation or "crisis management,"and it is
not difficult to see why. Without detente, links

The white, rectangular, typically Bavarian
church steeple rises above the other buildings
in the town - some of which date back to the
twelfth century. A ligh t snow is falling and
partially blurs the velvet-green pine trees
which carpet the two parallel ridges on either
side of the town. The snow renders the town
very quiet; children are pulled; on sleds
behind mothers, who meander through shops
bir^nfe-bread and milk . Then, a distant whine
suddenly materializes into four low-flying jets
which shatter the stillness, roar over the
church steeple, and are gone. The townspeoplepay hardly any attention to the planes
and go quietly about their business. But they
Iunderstand the significance of those jets.
Visible military presence is, after all,
nothing new in Germany. Green trucks
bearing flags from several western countries
rumble along the narrow roads, and jets fly
overhead daily . This display is not in response
to the recent events in Afghanistan; it has
been going on for years. So if Americans are
finally waking up to* the reality of power
politics and can even find Afghanistan on the
map, they should also keep in mind another
irt(0)rtant reality, one with which the West
Germans live daily; the Cold War in Europe.
This problem is especially acute for the
West . Germans. For one, Germany is divided
into two countries — East and West — which,
Ithough they are culturally brothers, are

Mohammed ( Zia .ul-Itaq's apt reply when
asked what he thought Moscow's long-term
interests were: "The neutralization of
Western . Europe by the acquisition of
strategic control in the areas upon which the
Westdepends for itssurvival."
.

From Germany, 1 see this Soviet objective
as
described by Zia in a much more realistic
between East and West (a.k.a. "Ostpplitik" in
light.
Americans can easily picture the
Germany) could sour, and more importantly,
renewed
cold war as a chess match between
the ever-growing trade relations during this
superpowers.
To lose a pawn (i.e.,
last decade of detente could shut down, rat)
Afghanistan
is
relatively insignificant, but
tling several Western European economies.
(i.e.,
country) is in danger,
when
the
king
By 1976, Eastern Europe alone had signed
over 2300 industrial cooperation agreements logically we bring out the almightly queen for
with the West; hard-currency debts to the defense. But what about the first line of forWest are currently running close to the 50 midable defense, the knights, rooks, and
billion dollar mark from Eastern Europe and bishops (i.el, Europe ) To what extent will we
12 billion from the Soviet Union. Should maneuver our queen to protect these middetente seriously worsen, and the East reneg dleweights *£?

"...students...eannot allow a crisis to
reach epidemicpropottions..."
on these debts, Western economies could be
badly hit.

The West Germans sense a lack of will to
sacrifice by Americans, or at least a lack of
defined purpose. President Carter may
West Germany, as well as most of Western unilaterally declare as hard a line as he likes,
Europe, has clearly more to gain by pursuing but what good if he is constantly undermined
detente. West German's trade exports to the by the people and a special-interestorientated
Soviet Union totalled 11billion dollars in 1978, Congress. I do not suggest that Americans
a sum which goes a long way in paying heavy drop everything, strike up the national animported oil bills. In addition, West Germany them, and rally to .the barricades, pn the
receives about 17 percent of its natural gas contrary, I think that America's foreign
from the Soviet Union, as well as some crude policy and "national attitude" (if such a thing
exists ) tends to shift too brusquely from one
oil and enriched uranium.
extreme to another , from the heavy antiIn light of the Afghan crisis, the Germans defense, anti-establishment mood of the
must decide at whatpoint is Soviet aggression Vietnam era :to the "Send Me" patriotic
a clearer threat to Germany than the severing fervor witnessed during these Iranian and
of economic ties. Afghanistan by itself has Afghan crises. What is needed is for
little to offer and poses no immediate threat to Americans — politicians and laymen — to
Germany, but consider Pakistani President consider the recent events and establish
priorities and the means to achieve them, i.e.,
a game plan. Such a plan or consensus, involving sacrifice; would at least present a
piece of solid ground upon which the Germans, who are currently walking a political
tightrope, could stand.
By national consensus, I do not mean that
all Americans should agree on all the issues,
but at, least confront them through conversation and debate. Such confrontation was
one accomplishment of students during the
1960's, but today the motivation ,(Vietnam
War) is lacking. Nonetheless, the current and
potential crises must be closely examined,
and all their implications considered ;
students, above all, cannot allow a crisis to
reach
epidemic proportions before forby Erin lreton ana tJoniaTwrcottc
mulating some kind of response. Can students
realistically oppose the draft and expect to
As sisters ot Chi Omega , we too wou ld likea four years . But it is foolish to believe that the women on this campus.
to respond to the commentary by Syrrimes* ' . present fraternity system is beyOnd^ immaintain the same lifestyle and hold the same
We hope you see that our purpose is not to
provement. As a fraternity, we feel that the
and Silk, "Beyond Fraternities',!...(not
freedoms that America offers Can they be so
present trend is towards a more i nt egrated : attack fraternities; after all, we are mem bers sure that Communism is not evil and will
again!). We, of the Colby chapter of Chi
social life between fraternities and dor- of a fraternity. Our purpose is to express the
Omega would like to think our points; are
remain limited to such remote places as
m itories, as seen with the. recent inclusion of fact that our chapter of Chi Omega is in Afghanistan, Angola , and Ethiopia , and that
sLtethjng to be considered. We feel this way
because our grou p is the lar gest women's ; : dorm representatives to IFC. But, such 1m- , support of moves towards social equality the Soviets have no intention of invading the
provcrnents are only empty gestures without between thesexesori this campus.
organization at Colby, in addition to being a
Persian Gtilf Region, let a lon e Western
an additional change in attitude.
fraternity.
Europe, or — God forbid — the USA These
are questions to which I do not have an an-,
.As a fraternity, our. goal in the upcoming
swer , but.which 1cannot ignore either.
months is to foster a greater women's consciousness at Colby. Unfortunately, there arc
Living in Germany near the border' ..'of the
not many concrete activities geared towards East bloc has heightened my awareness of the
changing people's attitudes. Changes in this
Cold War , j ust as a view f rom th e top' of a cliff
area
have
to
begin
subtly
and
individually
.
is more impressive from the edge than from a
^¦
¦ ^^^ ¦^^^ ¦¦¦MMMHHWnNHHMHMMnMNMMaMMH
NHHM
step
or two back. I think it's time Americans
The crucial issue, as we see it , is greater
We ask you to ask yourselves!
Despite the gradual inclusion of women in
took
a
step forward.
than the question of fraternities or no
the decision-making aspect of social life,
fraternities. It is the lssuo of increased
women rea lly h ave not moved bey ond th e role
As a Colby man or woman, what changes
awareness' on/the part of each student,
of "frivolous commodities," so stated in th e would you like to see on this campus
fra ternity or non-fraternity member , conSymmcs-Silk, under the present system. Until
cern i n g h is or her role in th e socia l l i f e at
a woman can walk down f rat row w i th out th e
What do Colby fraternity men see as the
C<Oy College. '
fear of b eing netted, soaked or rated, Colby piado of women in our social |lfo...reaIly
In ' lnst week's article, "100 New Beds," we
Fratern ities' provide in-group solidarity,
students cannot claim that attitudes have
reported
that 1650-1090 students are expected
friendship ' and an - alternative living . changed. Some of you might argue that "it's
Do you feci that you ever encourage "the in September. The figures should read "1650¦
arrangement - all cf which are appealing to
all in fun. " But those are essentially physical double standard '^'/ ,- . .;, . >,
. • ' ¦ ¦:.,¦'
1690."
every Colby student at some time during thoir i manifestations of sexist attitudes towards the

^ealring From Chi Omega

O ur !Perspectives

"...women have not moved beyond the
role of 'frivolous commodities'..."
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Secondly. "Courses from the Humanities
and Social Science Divisions which satisfy
distribution requirements should also stress
methodology and include a 'laboratory experience' where appropriate." The committee felt that students should understand
how the information dispensed to them is
generated .
Courses
that
satisfy
distribution
requirements are known as "terminal
courses" because they are often a student's
first and last exposure within a particular
discipline. The subcommittee recommended
that faculty teaching these courses "should
consider the possibility that those courses
might represent the only exposure that many
students will have to that particular subject or
subject area and that those courses should be
designed wilh that in mind. "

1.
I

you feel is the singl e strongest part of our pro0%
17
0

G.
H.
I.

15%
2
0

J.

.

5.

4%

Below is a list of. what many people think are the weaknesses of our
academic program. Check th ose you agree are weaknesses :
5%
A. the length of the semester
23
period
B. the absence of a readin g
C. the requirements in most cours es (e.g., number
of assignments , amount of reading, numbers of
4
papers , amount of work)
D. 120 hour graduation requirement wit h 15
8
flexible credits
38
E. the advising syste m
16
F. student-faculty Interaction
G. the amount of time available to pursue
12
extracurricular activities
5
H. distribution requirements
.
14
I.
the lack of diversity in our cours e offerings
unavailability of pass/fail option in courses
J.
16
required for d istribution
15
K. the pressure to get good grades
3
L. the major
¦
2
M. electives
13
N. other (please specify)
Which of these is the sin gle most serious problem we face ?
l\i. 1%
I. 4%
E.
16%
A. 2%
3
N. 5
B. 3
F.
2
J.
K.
5
C. 1
G.
2
'
L. 1
D. 3
H.
1

If the January Progra m was in effect when you w ere at Colby, please
answer questions 3-5.
3,

In recent years, Colby students have inchoose a major by the end of the sophomore
creasingly concentrated their studies, as
year rather than the freshman year.
Students could declare a "tentative" major testified by the growing number of doubleat the end of the freshman year and be majors. Many of the committee members feel
assigned an advisor in that field; However , a "liberal" education should be maintained at
students not electing a major at this time Colby by forcing students to take more than
would continue with the freshman advisor. the bare minimum distribution requirements.
The filial recommendati on asks the
According to Dean Gillespie , this would
President
to "create a task force to study the
overload the freshman advising system.
advising
system
at Colby, particularly at the
Consequently this recommendation is still
freshman
level."
being discussed.
Two issues not discussed by the committee
The second proposal urges departments and
were
instituting pass-fail for distribution
programs to "follow the guideline that
requirements
and the creation of a "creative
required courses in the major should extend
arts
"
division.
Studen t representative Dave
no more than roughly one third of the total
Silk
pointed
out
,
that students general1
a
given
departdegree requirement within
^
supported
the
"
pass-fail
option . The subthe
minimum
number
ment." In other words,
¦
of credits required for a major could not committee felt in . both cases that the
exceed 40 credits in any one department ( not proposals were soundly defeated in years past
and it was "fruitless " to discuss them.
major).

ALUMNI QUESTIONNAI RE
4. Check items you think are weaknesses of the January Program.
The following is a list of what many peopl e think are the stre ngths of
our academic program. Check those you agree are our strengt hs:
A. campus atmosphere is not conduci ve to
18%
49%
serious study
A. 120 hour graduation requirement with 15
group
plans
offered
29
B.
there
are
too
many
poor
flexible credits
54
C. too many January programs cost additional
B. Colby 's distribution requirements
7
49
money
C. diversity of our course offerings
13
D. too many students do too little work
37
D. the advising syste m
52
17
E. faculty members are too apathetic
E. student-faculty interaction
6
26
F. the campus is too dull during J anuary
F. the length of our semesters
53
G. other (please specify)
9
G. the challenging work load
37
H. the major
Which of these is the most serious probl em?
30
I.
electives
G. 4%
E. 3%
. A . 4%
C. 1%
17
other (please specify )
J.
B. 10
D. 19
F. 1
Which of these do
gram?
A. 6%
D.
B. 11
E.
C. 7
F.

2.

In addition, "each department should indicate which of its courses would satisfy
distribution requirements and that these
courses be approved by the EPC" thereby
encouraging faculty to revise syllabi for nonmajor students.
Finally. "Distribution courses in the
sciences which satisfy the laboratory science
requirement should have formal laboratorj
sessions ," i.ej , paper biology courses should
not exist.
The two-course distribution requirement
within any of the three divisions would be
retained. However, one of the two courses
must be an "introductory " course to acquaint
the student with methodology and historical
development of the discipline. The second
course is entirely the student's choice.
The committee recommends that students

Check items you think are th e strengths of the January Program.
The opportunity to:
41%
A. learn in a relatively pressure-free environm ent
48
routine
B. have a break from norm al
etc.,
C. meet new people , use campus facilities ,
35
that are harder to do in the regular semester
48
D. study a single question in depth
34
E. do non-classroom work
31
F. work off campus
»
48
G. ex plore an area you normally would not
8
'
H. other (please specify)
Which of these do you think Is the most Important strength of the
January Program?
G. 2%
E. 2%
C. 17%
A. 796
F. 16
H. 2
D. 2
B. 4

*>

Which of the following do you thin k is the best alternative regarding
January ?
18%
A. keep the January Program as is
B. give academic credit for more rigorous
24
January Programs
Programs
independent
C. make all January
1
off-campus projects
D. offer regular course work for credit in
January
. 8
"2
E. abolish the January Progra m
8
F. other (please specify )

0

6.

Speaking generally of the entire academ ic program , did you find the
work load to be:
C. too easy 3%
A. too great 7%
B. about right 74%

7.

Did you participate in extracurricular activities such as sports , ECH O,
clubs , etc.?

8.

A. fre quently 38% B. sometimes 33 % C. rarely 13% D. never 2%,
Did you attend concerts , plays , lectures , etc. ?
A. fr equently 36% B. sometimes 42% C. rarely 8% D. never 5%

-v

9.

What is your recommendation regarding th e foreign language
requirement?
A. abolish 10%
C* retain as is 4894
B. keep but reduce 13%
D. expand 11%

O

10. What is your recommendation regarding the English requirement?
¦«
A. abolish 1%
C. retain as is 53%
B. keep but reduce 3%
D. expand 24%
11. What is your recommendation regarding the physical education requir e m en t s?
A. abolish 7%
C. retain as is 21%
B. keep but reduce 4%
D. expand 4%
E. go to achieving competence In "lif e-time '* sports (e.g., running,
go lf , X-C skiin g, etc) 44%
12. What is your recommendation regarding the distr ibution requir ement?
C. retain as is 45%
A. abolish ,07%

B. keep, bu t reduce 8%

D. expand 16%

13. If you answered "D" in item 12, do you favor:
A. a mathematics requi rement
B. a fine arts requirem ent
C. a performing arts requirement
D. the same divisions as now (humanities , s ocial
scien ce , natural science) but m ore course work
E.

In each

33%
44
10

0

27

18

other (please specif y)
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